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CWM DYLI
Shirley Angell
On Sunday, March 27th, 1932, it poured with rain.
The Pinnacle Club were holding their Easter Meet at Capel Curig and Lowe,
Heys Jones, Lear and Harper
who addressed each other by their surnames
in the racy, modern way
made the first recorded Pinnacle Club ascent of
Lockwood's Chimney. While eating their lunch on the slope behind the power
station in Cwm Dyli they noticed with new eyes a small cottage which appeared
to be used as a storehouse.
Evelyn Lowe had become very keen indeed on the idea of a club hut. Young
members could not afford guest-house prices, and if the club were to attract
and serve them it needed its own base in a climbing area. When she saw the
little cottage, filled with odds and ends from the power station, she realised its
potential and started negotiations at once. To her surprise and delight, the
hierarchy of the Pinnacle Club were as enthusiastic as herself and gave her a
free hand. By September she had negotiated a five year lease, and for a sum of
£8 the company were putting the building into habitable repair and installing
electric light. The official opening was arranged for November 5th.
This was a very exciting time for Evelyn. She and her friends were busy
decorating and furnishing the hut, and it was just the sort of place she loved.
The walls were whitewashed but the shelves were left unpainted because white
would show the dust and make more work. On the other hand, she liked a place
for everything and everying in its place, as poor sinners who mixed the knives,
forks and spoons soon discovered. She wrote a Hut Song for the opening
ceremony which finished with the very true words:
Any Pinnacler can stay
(Heaven for a bob a day!)
Provided that she leaves it clean and tidy.
Journal number 5 contains an account of the opening ceremony. Then, as at
the Hut's 50th anniversary celebrations in 1982, there were fireworks, speeches
and a grand tea. There is a description of the interior of the hut; the roomy
dormitory with canvas bunk beds and red blankets, the orange and blue chairs
downstairs, the primus stove and the open fire. Dr. Corbett, the president, had
given a wool hearth rug, made by herself, with a pattern if ice axes and looped
rope. There was a photo of Pat Kelly decorated with a sprig of fresh evergreen
on the mantlepiece. For many years there was always a branch of evergreen
hung over the Emily Kelly memorial board.
For the same journal, Evelyn wrote an account of a weekend meet at the hut
the Saturday night stew, the huge red teapot. She mentioned climbing
Milestone Buttress on the way home, loath to let her weekend go. When I first
knew her, over 30 years later, she still soloed Pedestal Route after leaving the
hut.
Not all Pinnacle Club members had had the upbringing necessary for hut
life; they had been brought up amidst luxury of cooks, maids and nannies, and
even had problems about the amount of tea to put in the red teapot. However,
even those with a more enlightened upbringing did not go the whole way with
Evelyn's delight in the primitive life. Marjorie Wood remembers the open
staircase, cold and draughty, and the water bubbling up through the floor as
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they sat with their feet on boxes round a smoking fire. One hot day Majorie
came back early for the evening meal; Evelyn had prepared a stew in a bucket
and it was heaving with maggots. To her horror Evelyn took it in her stride and
scraped them off; Evelyn thought her rather fussy when she opened a tin
instead.
For many, many years smoke from the fire curled out through the stonework
in the most unlikely places till finally, in the 1970's the chimney was lined. One
by one have come other improvements: the Climbers Club installed a drying
stove, Evelyn made a clothes rack, the staircase was boxed in and comfortable
mattresses were bequeathed by E. H. Daniell. A Calor gas cooker replaced the
primuses and the upstairs floor was almost completely restored by Rentokil
who stood by their guarantee. The long chair by the fire is in memory of Freda
Rylett, the tables were made especially for the hut, using money bequeathed by
Mabel Jeffrey, and installed in 1970. Evelyn went to great lengths to get exactly
what we wanted, although she was becoming increasingly ill. Her own
memorial is the lovely book cupboard upstairs. The bedding arrangements
have become alpine, the ceiling has been lined and the space downstairs has
been reorganised and made more cosy as succeeding hut secretaries and, in
many cases, their husbands, have expended time and loving care on additions
to comfort. However water still bubbles happily through the floor when the
water table rises high enough. Personally I like a cottage with character.
The importance to the club of having its own hut cannot be overemphasised.
There was a surge of keen young climbers wanting to join the club, and also a
surge in the standard of climbing done. Between 1932 and 1939 club
membership more than doubled to 108 members. In 1936 Brenda Ritchie
became the firM woman to lead a route on Cloggy she climbed Longlands
but it might just as well have been someone else; Evelyn Low had seconded
Menlove Edwards on the route a few months previously and had since gone up
twice with a party of friends, only to find the rock too wet for climbing.
There were other benefits of having a club hut, however. There was
somewhere to put the library and people started borrowing the books, the hut
was used for private climbing parties, and when Pinnaclers married and had
families, for splendid family adventure holidays. The Seth-Hughes were
probably the first, largest and most famous family parties and now the next
generation has carried on the tradition.
The hut is in a lonely position, but all through the early years there were
friends nearby. In the manager's bungalow, just inside the gates to the power
station, lived Mr. and Mrs. Williams, and in the house lived Mr. and Mrs.
Roberts. Mr. Roberts' job included a walk up the pipe line each day to check
the state of the pipes and the valves at the top. Mr. Williams, the Manager, gave
lifts to stray Pinnaclers if he saw them walking from Capel Curig, supplied
fresh eggs, if required, and his wife kept the hut aired in winter time when there
were few visitors. Male visitors, of whom H. M. Kelly was one of the first,
could be provided with bed and breakfast. Milk was fetched in a milk can from
the farm nearby.
During wartime Dorothy Arning wrote of perfect peace away from airraids,
but there were signs of the times in the locked gates of the power station and the
barbed wire surrounding it. Because of rationing, visitors had to bring food
with them rather than order it locally, and people with heavy rucksacks took a
taxi to the Pen-y-Gwryd, from where they walked down to the hut. A meet
report for 1948 records a deluge of 40 parcels at the power station prior to the"
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meet, containing tins of stew and other food. Mr. Williams died at the end of
1952, and by the early 1960s the house and bungalow were empty, soon to be
demolished. By 1970 the power station was no longer manned all the time and
the hut key, which it had been such a pleasure to collect from the friendly men
at the power station, had to be transferred elsewhere.
From time to time there has been a worry that the power station would be
closed,' and a bid to buy the hut so that we can spend more money on
improvements and have security of tenure, but so far neither of these things has
happened. Meanwhile it is used as Pat Kelly, our hut's namesake and founder,
would have wished: as a centre for all kinds of mountain enjoyment, for
meeting friends, planning expeditions from the 1962 Jagdula Expedition
nwards, hosting the International Women's Meets, and above all for the
enjoyment of climbing at whatever standard so long as we try and push it up
a bit!
Cwym Dyli. Our Hut.

Cwm Dyli

Photo: S. Wonhington
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NO WEATHER FOR PICNICS
Margaret Clennett
Mount Kenya was an area I had visited only through other people's photos,
so the chance to go there for a brief visit in August 1982 was not to be missed.
It was about 3.30 on a Friday morning as I unrolled my Karrimat and
sleeping bag on the hard floor of Nairobi airport. I would doze for a few hours,
I thought, have breakfast at the Youth Hostel, then spend the day recuperating
until Steph's arrival from Malawi around tea-time. This plan was drastically
modified when, still bleary-eyed, I found that Steph, a town-hater, had been in
Nairobi for two days already, and was adamant that we leave the city that same
afternoon. A rushed shopping trip to buy food, and a hasty, harassed packing
session, then we struggled with our sacks (w of each, at 401bs apiece) on to the
local bus into town. After a hot taxi ride to Naru Moru, some two hours away,
we then exhausted ourselves transporting our loads on a half-mile trek from the
main road to the River Lodge, the main base for approaching the Mountain.
Porter loads are subject to a maximum weight limit of 401bs, and with our
hurriedly purchased tins and packets we were just at the limit.
On Saturday morning we pitted our wits against the only disagreeable
Kenyan we were to encounter during the whole trip. Unused to two-wo man
parties, he tried to overcharge tor porters, but was no match for Steph. We
arranged our own porters! That afternoon we drove with 5 other hopefuls up to
the Met Station at 10,000 feet, an inauspicious portent of the future weather
being a torrential rain storm en route.
Doubts were further reinforced by the appearance of our porters, who
arrived on Sunday morning with wellies and umbrellas. However, they were
cheerful souls, who strapped their small bundles of gear on to our sacks,
ignored the hip belts, and proceeded to chivvy us up the hill. The walk to
Mackinder's camp took four and a half hours, through sharply defined
vegetation zones. First was the forest, with a profusion of miniature red hot
pokers glowing beneath the trees, then the infamous "vertical bog", which
comprised a steepish muddy section with giant heather plants. After the bog
and heather followed the moorland, open country with its unique flora of giant
groundsel and lobelia. While still floundering in the bog, so reassuringly
familiar underfoot to the British mountaineer, I became one of the many
victims of the altitude and was exceedingly thankful not to be carrying a sack. I
spent the next day in my sleeping bag, and suffered from severe headaches for
several more days. Altitude problems are common among visitors to the
mountain, since it is so easy to reach 10,000 ft and above very quickly and with
no great physical effort. It is not uncommon for climbers to return to the Met
Station or even Naru Moru after a few days to recuperate before going high
again.
While at Mackinder's we heard about the attempted coup which took place
in Nairobi the day after we left. Our rushed departure and strange assortment
of provisions were vindicated.
The hyrax, rodents common in the National Park, kept a wary distance,
except at Mackinder's where they were audacious scavengers, and would sneak
under the flysheet after bananas or other goodies if your back was turned. Close
encounters with other indigent fauna came two nights later. We arrived at Two
Tarn hut as a snow storm was starting, and preferred to sleep in the hut, rather
than pitch the tent. Despite elaborate precautions, our food was still nibbled by
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acrobatic rats, and rustlings and scuttlings were incessant during the 12 long
hours of darkness.
The first of our two days spent on the classic walk around Mount Kenya was
mostly spent huddled in duvets and gloves at Top Hut. The clag had come
down about 10 a.m., curtailing our walk, and it snowed gently for the rest of the
day. Locating the Curling Pond, the water (snow) supply, helped to pass the
time, as visibility was minimal, and the Pond indistinguishable from its
surroundings. Next morning, however, we had magnificent views on the walk
up to Point Lenana, the tourist summit, and on the descent to the Kami Hut.
The now familiar afternoon mist accompanied us over the Hausberg col and
back to Two Tarn Hut.
Each evening it was dark by 6.00 p.m., but with a clear sky; and our camp at
Two Tarn gave beautiful views over the lake on to the stately spire of Point
John, shining in the light of a full moon. Other people were active on this side of
the mountain, and one night, when we heard shouts, we assumed a party had
been benighted. We later found that they had been climbing the Diamond
Couloir, a classic ice route, by moonlight.
Now we struggled back over the Hausberg col, moving our gear to the north
side of the Mountain, to a picturesque campsite which had fine views of the
serrated peaks Tereri and Sendeyo, and of the Mackinder valley, down which
we walked out. Around us were the strange groundsel and lobelia plants, which
attracted brightly coloured honey birds. The north was the "summer" side of
the mountain, but hail and snow fell most days, and the tent zip still froze every
night, a potentially serious problem for us, being victims of diarrhoea. The day
before our proposed attempt on the North Face Standard Route it snowed for 6
hours, and we decided that a 2 day rock route under such conditions was not
appealing. As consolation, we climbed a short route, at about V.Diff., on Point
Peter in a cold mist, which convinced us of our wisdom in foregoing an attack
on Bhatian.
By now we were thinking heretically of a more equable climate, of the warm
sands and palm-fringed beaches at Mombasa. It was time to take to the
Sirimon track, described in the guidebook as one of the most beautiful routes in
the National Park. An element of the unknown was involved in the walk out,
since we soon walked "off the map" and had to rely on the guidebook description in reverse. At one point we lost the track, and bumped down tussocky
grass, fearing for our ankles. Trudging up the other side of the valley we
followed buffalo tracks, and pulled ourselves uphill on more tussocks until a
line of marker posts became visible in the distance, and we could traverse the
hillside to regain the conventional route. This detour cost time and energy and
morale. On reaching level, even gently downward-sloping moorland, we
celebrated with a 3.00 p.m. lunch-break. Tinned spam has rarely tasted so
good.
This was in fact one of our hardest days. We crossed two ridges and walked
seemingly countless miles, carrying full sacks. It was almost dark when we
reached the place to camp, aching all over, and too tired even to worry about the
buffalo tracks around the site and the nearby stream. Next day, with the
scenery to alleviate our stiffness and bruises, we continued across flower strewn
moors, still with distant views of Mount Kenya, Tereri and Sendeyo. Our 2
hour walk continued through lush forest, where we saw an elephant, and down
to the Sirimon Gate, and the first people we had seen for about a week. The
offer of a lift to Nanyuki on a lorry was gratefully accepted; we had dreaded the
thought of another long walk, and that night we ate huge steaks in Nairobi.
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Toll an Lochain, An Teallach

Photo: Belinda Swift

AN TEALLACH AT LAST
Belinda Swift
February 1984 at Sail Mhor Bunkhouse.
It's the first day of half term without a gale blowing. Let's go. An 8.30 start;
I'm sorry I'm so slow in the morning. What a beautiful walk beside the Garbh
Allt and through coniferous trees on to the moor. Large slabs of pink granite
relieve the scene and the odd cairn marks the way which is just as well since my
companion is out of sight. He's quite right, we should have left earlier.
Snowfields lead into the Corrie Toll an Lochain, magnificent and awesome
with cloud hanging tantalizingly at 2,700 feet.
We choose our gully between Cadha Gobhlach and Corrag Bhuide. The top
isn't visible but that adds to the excitement (and the loose bowels?). Get the
gear on, stumble over avalanche debris and up into the gully. Uneven textured
snow and rock walls closing in. A sling, a peg, a nut. Small chasms of air
beneath the snow and odd shaped spaces left when the fall consolidated. The
top widens out and we exit easily over a collapsed cornice and another white
wilderness envelopes us. A slope rears in the mist to the right the ridge and
its 2.30 p.m.
A quick snack and off. The rock pinnacles, when they appear, remind me of
other ridges and the question is it round or over? Not too far down, careful. Do
we have to go up there? There must be an easier way. Oh - you've done it. No,
it's OK, I don't need the rope. Now, keep to the ridge. I place my hands on the
rocks and ice crystals fly in the air like grated coconut. Ah a more sheltered
spot. Let's take stock. Open out the 1:25,000, take a bearing. We must be about
here.

11
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We're on Lord Berkeleys Seat. Good, so Sgurr Fiona is next. Now we're
there take a hasty photo and push on. Take a bearing. NE down this ridge
round here? Surely not. No, look there are footsteps in the snow, crampon
marks. This must be the way down, steeper now, over rocks, cautiously now.
Good God! look here, a 400ft drop, sheer. Back up with an urgency of feeling.
But where did those steps go? We'll have to return to the summit and start
again. The heart strains to make faster progress. It's after 4.30 p.m. but we
must stop and consider the way. More westerly this time. This looks more
hopeful, what a relief.
Down to the col, Bidean and Ghlas Thuill to go over next, then more ground
to cover and hopefully we'll be under the cloud before dark. My legs feel
positively concertinered and I can't go any faster. I know its 5.30 p.m.
Whoopee! I can see below the cloud. The snow's still bright and looking back
the cloud is so dark its almost black. Now begins the long torchlight descent;
once away from the snow the search begins for the path. John knows its there
and finds it quickly. Still from time to time we loose it, stop, search to left and
right calling to one another about our success or lack of it in regaining its traces.
The torches fade but the urgency is over. The road lights give something to
focus on in the distance. We eventually reach the road at 8.30 p.m.
When can I next go to An Teallach and see where I've been? I hope it's soon.

12
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Upper Snake Dike

Photo: Sheila Cormack

CALIFORNIA
Sheila Cormack

Stella Adams and I visited California in August 1981. We can tell you
nothing of the sights of San Francisco, Disneyland, Death Valley or the
Redwoods but only about the High Sierras.
A direct flight from Manchester to San Francisco and buses from there, via
Yosemite, to Tuolumne Meadows rapidly took us to the playground. A
wonderland of granite domes is set amongst flowery meadows and open forests.
The domes are nearly a thousand feet high. The routes start from the roadside,
or at most after about a half-hour walk in. We hitched lifts daily between the
camp site and the crags, climbing each day on a different dome. Over the next
ten days we ticked off many of the classic routes at around Very Severe
standard (5.6, 5.7 and the occasional 5.8 in USA grades).
The Great White Book strted with two pitches of delicate friction slabs.
a 300 feet long, holdless, open and totally unThese led into the "book"
protected chimney crack. Belays were to bolts which were placed strategically
every 150 feet or so. From the top of the "book" we climbed over a further
several hundred feet of friction slabs. It took a while to attune to the friction
climbing, which is interspersed with cracks and flakes. The granite here is the
roughest that I have ever met and positive holds are a rare luxury on the slabs.
On the other hand I shall never again be able to claim that I cannot layback!
The Hobbit Book started up friendly cracks but then swept out over a
magnificent, huge, knobbly slab. For West Crack on Half Dome we were
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unsure of our ability to lead at 5.8 so we took an American, Amy, along too. We
all three led a bit of the climb: a slab, then an overhang and then a jamming
crack.
Towards the end of this period Stella and I went for more of a 'mountain'
day. A two hour walk took us to the base of Cathedral Peak (10,900 feet).
Wandering up through the woods we lost the trail and each other. Fortunately
we met again at the foot of the climb! Then followed delightful climbing, at
about Severe standard, up the long S.E. Face. The best belays were those in the
shade. There were tremendous views over a country of rock, lakes, trees and
high meadows. The flowers were magnificent throughout the area. Gentians,
lilies and dwarf lupins are among the many alpines that cover the meadows.
Squirrels, chipmunks, marmots and deer were the most common animals that
we saw. The weather was wonderful too. No excuses of cold or wet rock could
be used to avoid tackling the planned route. It was very hot during the day. In
fact, it was too hot in the afternoons. But Tenaya Lake is just at the foot of
Stately Pleasure Dome so that climbing was often followed by swimming and
sun bathing. The nights were cold and frosty (the Meadows are at 8,500 feet). I
wished that my sleeping bag was thicker.
After about ten days of 'cragging' we were ready for a change. It was time for
a holiday within the holiday. Leaving one tent and our excess gear behind at
Tuolumne we hitch-hiked off over Tioga Pass and down the arid, sage-brush
lands of Owens Valley. Wilderness permits were easily obtained in Lone Pine.
It was 105°F here so that we were thankful to get a lift up to the 9,000 feet high
road head of Whitney Portal. On the evening of the day that we left Tuolumne
we were 200 miles further south and camped at 11,000 feet under Mount
Whitney. This is the highest peak in the USA outside Alaska and it has a
relatively easy rock route up its East Face which features as one of the "50 best
climbs" in America. Of course we had to do it!
We camped by Upper Boy Scout Lake. Here we had to hang our food out of
the reach of marmots. In Tuolumne it had to be hung high up away from the
bears, while in Yosemite the would be thieves were racoons! Next morning we
quickly gained the foot of the route. Airy climbing led out above the huge drop
of the East Face. The "Fresh Air Traverse" was aptly named. The climb
gradually worked up across the face, from right to left, finishing on the lefthand skyline ridge. Although only graded at 5.4 we none the less found the crux
pitch to be about Hard Severe. The altitude was noticeable as we heaved our
way up the final boulders and rock steps at almost 14,500 feet. Fortunately it
was now late enough in the day for us to have the summit almost to ourselves
and free from the threatened tourist hordes. We descended by the Mountaineers' Route, an easy gully, but which holds late snow beds. In this very dry,
snow free year we only had to take a couple of steps on snow to get down the
gully. This was lucky as our boots were at home in Britain. And so back to camp
after a superb outing.
Our next objective was Charlotte Dome, another of the "50 best climbs". To
reach the dome entailed a long approach walk from Onion Valley, over
Kearsarge Pass. From below it looked a fine climb. However, there was neither
water nor a camp site close enough to the dome, so that we did not do the climb,
nor did we even set foot on it. Instead we spent three delightful days 'backpacking" around this 'wilderness' country. We walked along the excellent
trails, through woods and over open hillsides, and camped beside idyllic lakes.
The John Muir Trail passes through here. It would be a grand walk to do. After
14
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a heavy hail storm the sun soon reappeared to dry our sleeping bags, wet not
from a leaking tent, but from a billy full of water which we poured over the
inside! The only other clouds on our horizon these three days were that we were
carrying with us a great weight of useless climbing gear and that we were
making our two days supply of food stretch to three days. The leftovers of other
friendly campers were most welcome!
After this we hitched back to Tuolumne for a few more days on the domes.
Afternoon storms soon stopped play and drove us down to Yosemite Valley for
our final twelve days. The rock in Yosemite is not so rough as in Tuolumne but
the climbing is still superb. We stayed mainly on the smaller crags where the
routes are a mere 500 feet or so. However it was too hot. When the temperature
reached about 98° I gave up climbing and lay in the river instead.
Our most memorable Yosemite outing was a two day trip up Half Dome. We
bivouacked high above the valley and were visited by bears. Surprisingly these
were the first that we had seen although their presence had been only too
obvious in the Tuolumne camp where they had raided campers' food bags
every night. The bears in Yosemite love tourists' lunches and hence they were
very much in evidence at all the popular picnic places in the Yosemite area. We
saw them here on at least four occasions. Our climb on Half Dome was Snake
Dike. The initial delicate slab pitches provide the crux. The rest is pure delight.
A knobbly dyke, about one foot wide, stands out a few inches above the surface
of the surrounding smooth slabs. The dyke is followed for hundreds of feet as it
snakes up the dome. The climbing is not hard but the position is spectacular.
Bolts appear for belays at approximately every 100 feet. For the last thousand
feet we unroped and walked up easier angled slabs to the top of the mountain.
From the number of children, grannies and grandads on the summit of Half
Dome we thought that the difficulties of the tourist route must be over-rated.
Not at all. The cables are esential to get up or down the steep slabs and certainly
we did not find that the descent was an anticlimax.
Snake Dike was a wonderful climb to end on, at least it is the end for the sake
of this story. Perhaps you should ask Stella about how she was benighted, so
that we missed the bus back to San Francisco. But we did arrive there in time to
catch our plane home.

15
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A WINTER'S TAIL
Anne McMillan
Easter 1983 was early. Snow lay over the Cairngorms and the barometer
lingered low. I arrived at the Milehouse together with my dog Kim, a cross
bred setter, or 'the little red douggie' as the locals called him, and as I settled in
my thoughts turned to the previous summer when I had traversed the tops of
Craiggowrie, Creagangorm and Meall a' Bhuachaille to the pass of Ryvoan.
Now the tops had only a sprinkling of snow on them so I would not need an axe
or crampons if I was to repeat the route tomorrow. The thought of moving
quickly appealed to me after the long journey to Scotland.
The following day was clear and fine and I set off along the forest track from
Loch Morlich towards Craiggowrie. Kim ran free going off into the trees,
always re-appearing from a different direction. The path left the forest and I
followed its direction with my eyes. Just as I thought how good it all looked my
foot broke through the icy covering of a tiny stream filling my boot with
freezing water. Telling myself it would soon warm up I carried on and soon
reached the first snow. It was about now that Kim saw his first white hare and
disappeared after it. I whistled but today he didn't come. I was cross and
deciding that I would not go back for him until I had been to the first summit, I
walked on up. He came into sight back at the tree line and ran straight up the
steep track to me. Knowing he should have come sooner he walked behind me
to the summit of Craiggowrie (686m).
From here I followed the undulating ridge, enjoying the panoramic views
which embraced the Spey valley, Abernethy and the Lochindob moors. The
day was fine and sunny but a cold wind kept the ground frozen. Just as I came to
the summit ot Creagangorm (732m) an R.A.F. combat aircraft flew very low
overhead, so low that I thought I could get a good photograph, but before my
cold fingers could untie my sac cord the plane had gone. The dog had also
disappeared. He had seen another hare and gone down towards Loch Morlich.
I continued along the traverse only to find him waiting for me further along!
Had he remembered the route from last summer?
It was now too cold and windy to stop to eat and I had to enjoy the view of
Loch Morlich as I went along. It looked a long way up to Meall a' Bhuachaille.
At 810m it was the highest but the last of the tops on the ridge. It also had the
most snow and ice on it. As I descended to the intervening col I planned a way
up which would avoid the snow as much as possible. I would have preferred a
little more equipment, and what about the dog on the icy rocks? But we were
going well and I never thought of descending to the car park or to the warmth of
the tea shop. It was at this point that I stepped into another snow covered
stream with my other foot! The first one had warmed up after its soaking, this
one would have to do the same.
I set off, skirting the difficulties carefully. It was easier than I had expected. I
kept my eye on the dog who covered the ground easily but stayed close to heel.
Probably he was keeping his eye on me. The summit cairn of Bhuachaille
offered little shelter but the view was exceptional. To the south, Cairngorm and
to the north, Abernethy. It was now necessary to descend to the pass of
Ryvoan. The path, I knew, was very steep near the top and I would have toteej?
the dog close to me in case he slipped. However, he disappeared after yet
another hare. How was he going to get down without me? I whistled and
whistled. The dog didn't come but the hare did. I saw him standing a few feet
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away, looking at me, and I couldn't help thinking that he was there because it
was the safest place. I noticed how long the hare's ears were and marvelled at
the length of his hind legs. I walked on down, not wanting the dog to see the
hare, but when he returned it was from the opposite direction. I shouted at him
to walk behind.
The steep section came into view for the first time. It was not, as I had first
thought, steep icy rocks, but a snow slope with the Ryvoan hut a tiny dot away
below on the pass. I set off into the snow which came up to my knees. An axe
would have been useful. Although the snow was firm under foot it was at a very
steep angle so that the base of my rucksac dragged. The dog followed closely
looking like a brown carpet moving over the snow. The little hut looked larger
by the time we left the snow field but soft drifts covered the path making it
heavy going. The hut was to remain inaccessible for some time and when we
reached it my feet were cold and wet.
Inside I shared my flask of hot milk and left-over breakfast toast with Kim. I
did not stay long but ran along the Ryvoan Pass to restore the circulation to my
feet. I paused to look at the Green Loch; green because it takes its colour from
the slate beneath. I walked on, past Glenmore Lodge to Reindeer House and
the car park. The round trip had taken Kim and I just five hours to complete.
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NO OTHER GUIDE
Angela Soper
Til walk where my own nature would be leading;
It vexes me to choose another guide . . .'
Imagine Emily Bronte on the moors, setting her own pace, crossing her own
horizons, making her own adventures. She must have known that an adventure
is - anything that feels like an adventure, and the strongest feelings come when
you are alone. Once, I used to solo through lack of climbing partners. Or did I?
Was that a reason or an excuse?
August, 1982
We sold the climbing gear at Tuolumne according to plan. From a picnic
table in the carpark we disposed of ropes, friends and even slings we had found,
for the price of new ones at home. Thus unencumbered, we hitched to Mt.
Whitney.
Mary wanted to take her cameras up the mountain; she didn't want to climb
without a rope. So she set off for the normal halfway camp, I for Iceberg Lake
and the East Face, wearing trainers and carrying only sleeping bag, water
bottle, supply of peanut butter sandwiches and the flysheet of a tent belonging
to Stella. In the afternoon some 'mountaineers' with boots, gaiters, goggles and
ice-axes tried very hard to divert me to Boy Scout Lake, but they failed. It
didn't take long to construct my shelter by Iceberg Lake, as low walls were
there already. A little bird watched me rig a roof from the flysheet. He was a
loner too.
Sun comes early on an east face, but the ice was half an inch thick when I
went for water. Up the scree I headed, towards the diagonal weakness on that
huge face, which is entered by a rising traverse across a vertical wall. Sheila and
Stella had described it as easy but exposed
a major understatement two
thousand feet to fall. Steady across, up the long scree they call the Washboard,
following a scribbled description, everything fitted. All went well until the
chimney, short but for me definitely the crux. No way could I enter it wearing
my bulky sack, nor climb outside it in my trainers, and I hadn't brought a single
sling or krab. I opened the sack for inspiration, ate the p.b. sandwiches (every
little helps!)
and the guy-rope of the flysheet jumped out at me. Problem
solved. There was a piton halfway up the chimney, so as long as the nylon
didn't break . . . That was the adventurous part. Soon I reached the highest
American summit outside Alaska and merged with the pilgrims of the day.
Mary, happily, was among them.
April, 1984
Before Easter in Cornwall evenings are the best part of the day. While the
others were still climbing on Bosigran I walked along to Gurnard's Head and
located the two planes of greenstone that form Right Angle. To enter it one has
a long traverse forty feet above the sea. I was glad the rock was clean and sound
and the climbing was in balance. The tide was coming in calmly, no white
horses today, and the sinking sun shone straight into the corner. It occurred to
me to wonder how one would get out of the sea, and there seemed to be no
alternative but a long swim in water far too cold, so I climbed very carefully like
Tom Pateyls solo climber. The dihedral itself leans back so much that one can
stop anywhere and I took full advantage, looking down at the sea and out at the
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sunset from this magic place. As I headed back to the hut in the dusk, eager to
tell the others about a climb not to be missed, heavy, low-slung shapes
lumbered away into the gorse bushes. They must have been badgers, mustn't
they?
August, 1984
It had to freeze at 4000m. Not much to ask in the Alps, you may think, but
the nights had been abnormally warm. The knife-edge snow on the Frontier
Ridge of Mont Maudit would only be safe if it froze hard.
After the storm I studied the Meteo bulletin. Flashing lights at the Midi
telepherique conveyed that there was no visibility on the summit and the cars
were running empty. By mid-afternoon I decided that it would be a beautiful
evening, the freezing level would drop, and if I didn't go up I would be kicking
myself in the valley. So I packed quickly, invested in a return ticket, and
jumped on the cable car with no hassle at all.
The Midi was deserted but there was a view. Enough cloud remained to
leave something to the imagination, and it was mobile, a great improvement on
the usual over-exposed panorama. Starting down to the Vallee Blanche was as
but soon I was on easy
doesn't anyone come to grief?
horrible as ever
snow. This season the South Face of the Midi started noticeably lower than
when Jill and I climbed it, and the crevasses were no worse now than then. Last
night's snow had filled in the normal trench and only a single track led away to
the Torina hut. It branched into the Maudit-Tacul basin, past the Grand
Capucin where the new climbs are. What a long way to come for a few hard
pitches! The Trident was clear but cloud still hid the low point of the Frontier
ridge and the Col de la Fourche bivouac. According to the guidebook it is
reached by climbing steep snow/ice or loose rock, and neither is easy.
Everyone else had gone to the Trident. Only one set of tracks went rightwards; they looked illogical and they petered out at the bergschrund where it
gaped, bridged only by soft, coarse sugar. Soloing across was out of the
question, but where else? Someone may still come, I reasoned, otherwise I can
bivvy here in my Goretex bag that Mary made, and cross when it has frozen.
No point in going to the Trident; that's for the Brenva routes.
Two figures soon approached; I back-tracked and met them at a better place.
They were from Holland and had been to the Fourche before. Another three
then arrived; they were from Oxford and hadn't. Reassured, I set off while they
fixed their crampons, found the way across the bergschrund and launched out
on the steep slope above at about Grade III in bad conditions. At the first rock I
let the Brits pass and they said 'Hi - remember Cornwall at Easter?'. I took it
steady, wearing boots for the third time in two years and Judy's boots at that. If
one step holds, why should the next one break?
We sat on the ridge, now clear, and studied Mont Blanc from the Peuterey to
the Brenva. The Dutchmen arrived, roped, to make six climbers in a bivvy hut
for eight. Sharing food and drink happened naturally and before we settled
down we were three ropes of two. It did freeze hard, my partner was a fine
mountaineer and an agreeble companion, and we climbed a great route in a
good time. Evidently I wasn't meant to solo the Frontier Ridge. Probably just
as well.
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TREKKING IN NEPAL

OCTOBER 1982

Alison Higham.
In October 1982 John and I decided to try a trek in Nepal with two friends,
Graham and Caroline, and our two children, Richard and Mairet (aged 3 and 1
respectively). We had ambitious plans to trek all round the Annapurna
massif and John, * Graham and Caroline were to attempt Pirang Peak. We
weren't sure how the kids would cope but we decided to make life as easy as
possible by using the services of Mountain Travel, Kathmandu.
After the first few days we soon got used to the daily routine and Richard
thoroughly enjoyed looking out for the cook boys and "helping" put up tents.
At first the going was very hot and we were travelling through paddi fields and
sometimes it was difficult to find camp sites, as all the fields had crops in, but
after a few days it thankfully got cooler and we also entered a superb gorge
which we followed for 2-3 days. In one village we had to camp in the school
yard as that was the only available flat land.
We walked every day until we arrived below Pisang village, where we had a
half day's rest followed by an acclimatisation day for the climbing. Richard,
Mairet and I explored the village and found a very long prayer wall, a village
pump and an imposing village gate with prayer wheels. By this time the
children were quite happy being carried by our personal porters. The next day
the party split up. The climbers, 4 sherpas and some porters \ headed for Pisang
Peak while Pertemba Sherpa escorted me and the children and the remaining
porters on up the main valley. The approach to Pisang Peak is easy but a few
days before, there had been a fatal accident on the peak and conditions were
said to be icy. Richard, Mairet and I had a long but beautiful day's walk. First
we went over a small pass, then alongside a gravel air strip and on through the
village of Braga where there was an enormous drum prayerwheel, to camp
outside the village of Manang at about 12,500 feet. Here we had a pleasant
standing camp for a few days. There were lovely views of snowy mountains all
round; especially impressive was the Annapurna range on the opposite side of
the valley. The camp made a pleasant change from the walking routine and
gave me a chance to catch up on the washing of clothes (and children!) The
nights were very frosty but it was lovely and warm during the day. In the
mornings we had tea in bed and stayed in the tent until the sun hit the camp.
After 4 days a triumphant John arrived in camp from Pisang Peak. Only John
and Ang Jangbo had actually reached the summit as the route had proved quite
steep and icy.
After another rest/acclimatisation day in Mamang we set out on the next
stage of the trek. This was the most worrying stage for me as we were planning
to cross the Thorong La, a 17,500 ft. pass; in fact it all went off well. We had
perfect weather and the only person who suffered at all from the altitude was
me!! The kids and John tucked into their lunch near the summit while I gave
mine to our personal porters. I revived quickly as we dropped down the other
side where we camped in Muktinath which had a beautiful Buddhist shrine.
We were given a conducted tour by our sherpas the next day.
For the next 10 days of our trek we made our way down the windy, dusty
Jomsom valley and over a series of low hills and passes back to Pokhara, from
where John the children and I flew back to Kathmandu.
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CANOEING IN SOUTHERN IRELAND
Chris Watkins
How many of you who climb on Scotland's western hills have felt that special
atmosphere only found where the mountains meet the sea? For me the
combination of these two environments has always produced a magic feeling.
Already I had canoed on rivers but when I took to the sea I truly found
adventure and contentment. It wasn't long before the call of the sea was as
strong as that of the mountains. My time now has to be divided between
adventures on the hill and on the sea. I gained a lot of experience canoeing on
the exciting seas around the Scottish coastline and when the opportunity arose
to paddle in Southern Ireland I was of course eager to join the group.
We travelled to Pembroke so as to get the ferry to Cork, our departure point.
This proved amusing as we walked on carrying our kayaks; indeed, so
confusing that our boats went free. I went to sleep scared of being sea sick (I'm
OK as long as I'm paddling) but woke to a calm sea and land ahead. Cork
harbour proved fairly uninteresting so off we set southwards five or us (three
women, two men) in a variety of kayaks.
We had twenty days and had decided to paddle hard for eight days and then
spend twelve returning at a more leisurely pace seeing more of Ireland. Our
objective was Dingle and then, hopefully, the Blaskett Isles. We paddled fairly
hard; often away by six, not stopping before nine o'clock in the evening. We
canoed from headland to headland omiting the detours into the big bays, once
actually cutting through a headland half a mile from its end. This was a narrow
cave a hundred yards or so long.
And so we approached The Mizen with all that we had read about this
headland in the back of our minds. Our first attempt to get round was thwarted
by big seas and failing light. The next day proved sunny and calm and we set off
optimistically, approaching the lighthouse with only a little apprehension. As
we got closer we experienced a bigger swell and watched some impressive
waves bouncing off the rocks. This was a calm day so we could only imagine
what bad weather could bring to this coast.
The next few days were filled with travelling alongside some spectacular
scenery; miles of shoreline where granite cliffs soared straight out of the sea,
numerous sea caves to explore as well as the more gentle beauty of this fertile
land. We would often stop at small hamlets for lunch or to collect fresh water
and were always greeted warmly by the inhabitants. Our luck dropped a little as
the wind picked up and we had some fights against it. The fetch from the
Atlantic caused a big swell and therefore interesting seas off the numerous
headlands but despite this we were making good progress. Paddling along on
day six we realised that by the next day we could be in Dingle and the day after
that, the Blasketts with no major obstacles in our way
or so we thought.
We approached Puffin Island; in Puffin Sound the sea was breaking as big as
I've ever seen it, right across the gap. We retreated to land. A few hours later at
slack water we tried again. We tried the gap, we tried going round the island but
to no avail. Amusingly, a trawler and a lobster boat were doing the same, all of
us drifting about looking for a way past. Eventually the trawler went for it and
the sight of the boat being tossed about like a cork was enough to send us and
the lobster boat back to a sheltered retreat. The next day found us sunbathing,
the harbour wall providing ample shelter from the wind that was causing our
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halt. By coincidence two of the LSCC also came down to the harbour with the
same intention. They were having a wlking tour of Ireland.
We had now decided that as it was our seventh day we really couldn't go any
further and so when it calmed down we began the return journey. This proved
to be quite different to the outward one. Right from the start, as soon as we left
our sheltered spot, it was adventure. We had a following sea with a huge swell
chopped up by the wind. For a couple of hours we paddled in this and I had
never been so scared. It's a different experience from climbing or river
canoeing, you are fully committed, you can't take a different route, take a rest
or retreat. The sea is big, pushing you on round the headland, waves coming
from every direction, splitting you up from your friends. You are on your own
with the elements, you get on with it and afterwards with the adrenalin still
pumping you babble to each other, energy still surging.
We were to have two more very exciting moments on the return but these
have palled in my memory compared with the first. Maybe I was getting used
to the size of the sea and had gone through a mental barrier. Altogether the
return wasn't as leisurely as anticipated. As well as lots of excitement we
covered extra miles entering the big Irish bays and visiting small ports and
harbours. We even paddled out to the Fastnet Rock.
It had been a lot of paddling and as so often happens I was glad it was over
but sad at leaving a magical land and its people. But no sooner were we home
than we were thinking about the next trip and so 1984 saw us paddling across
the Minch. But that's another story!
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Stella Adams leading

Photo: Lynda Dean
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Sheila Cormack seconding 'Saxon' Cam Kenidjack,
Cornwall.
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FOOL'S PARADISE
A lex White
Man of straw and paper tiger,
Dangler on life's shadow wall;
Question not my dedication,
Disillusion, desperation;
Laugh not when I fall.
My mean feet tread inferior grooves;
Perhaps I hope for better things.
Grim reaper, give me resolution;
Dream seller, hear my exclamation:
Not donkey's ears, but wings!
Why not, Sally free and easy?
Too cold for comfort, Mary Ann?
Though visions of Johanna tease me
No bridal suite and no loose woman
Clasp this crooked man.
Mantrap, harlot face, black widow
Do not wreath me in my shroud.
If Satan, sepulchre and Hades
Clutch, my first slip takes me, ladies,
One step in the clouds.
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OFF-DAY ARIZONA STYLE
Gwen Moffatt
I knew nothing more about Havasu Creek than that it had good waterfalls,
was on an Indian reservation and was fifty miles downstream of the Grand
Canyon. While I waited for the snow to melt from the South Rim I thought a
trip to Havasu would while away a couple of days. I was fresh from the deserts
which, in April, become uncomfortably hot for mountaineering. Strolling by
water would make a pleasant change.
The first indication that this new back country wasn't dry came on the
highway in northern Arizona when I asked at a garage where the dirt road took
off for Havasu. It was impassable in Spring, the man said, even for a 4-wheel drive.
I retreated thirty miles and took a blacktop road tor fifty miles: climbing
through range country, then junipers, then pines. One car passed me. I saw no
occupied houses.
The blacktop gave out and a dirt road brought me to the rim of the upper
Havasu Canyon. Cars were parked there, and horses with empty saddles waited
for tourists. Handsome Indians with headbands gave me only a casual glance,
recognising immediately from my gear that I was a dead loss for twenty dollars
and a horse, downhill at anyrate.lt was here that a white man told me to visit
Beaver Falls: a neat hike, he said, a bit wet, with some climbing. It sounded
reasonable for an off-day.
The preliminary walk of eight miles was easy, dropping perhaps two
which is walled by red sandstone:
thousand feet to the floor of the canyon
grand scenery but nothing more. If this rock were sound the area (and
presumably the whole region) would be the most extensive climbing ground in
the States, but despite the grandeur of cliffs a thousand feet high with
innumerable tempting lines, everything is friable. Chunks of incredible proportions lie below the walls, some newly fallen, causing one to speculate when
the next lot is coming down. And yet the man had said there was climbing. I
suspended judgement.
After eight miles I came to the Indian village, and by this time the
creek was a small river spanned by amusing and decrepit bridges. Then
came two lovely waterfalls: a bridal veil, and a splendid torrent with an
emerald pool at its base bounded by arcing reefs of creamy travertine.
Some two miles below the village was the campground with tents among
trees and people cooking in a most civilised fashion. I'd brought no tent nor
stove and felt an outcast. The worst thing about living rough is that there's
nothing to do after the sun goes down. I found a secluded spot, spread my bag
under a mesquite tree and went to sleep.
Next morning was the start of the off-day. I left my bag with a camper and
continued down the creek. At the next waterfall the trail dived underground.
One climbed down slanting passages to emerge on the face of the rock which
had been festooned with chains and pegs and the occasional iron rung: one of
those via /errata made by very long men and where the move from rung to rung
is a reverse mantelshelf.
The formations were fantastic: great inverted fans of dark crimson rock
masking mysterious caves. All the holds were wet with spray and I thought I
but the thought was premature.
knew why they said it was a wet hike
Below the falls an ill-defined path led through cottonwoods interspersed
with prickly pear to one wall of the canyon which dropped plumb into a deep
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pool. The trail showed on the opposite bank, emerging as it were from the
water. I took off my boots and started to wade.
Knee-deep, I felt the drag of the current and went back for a tree branch.
Using this as a third leg I crossed. The water was crotch-deep. I was surprised
but I went on; my destination was Beaver Falls and they were only four miles
downstream.
There were four crossings above the falls, the last chest-deep. By now the
sun had reached the bottom of the canyon, by now one was accustomed to
being soaked. The sense of achievement, I thought, would come tonight
providing I got back. There were nasty veils across the strip of sky above the
canyon rims. A flash flood would mean benightment on the wrong side of the
river.
The trail climbed rock steps, contoured, and ended at a lip. I looked down an
extraordinarily exposed series of fissures deep in dust, each bounded by bosses
on which there were obviously no holds at all. I descended by controlled slides,
jammed, but, it seemed, only fortuitously, by pack and elbows. I wondered
how I would return.
The river crossings were necessitated by the cliffs. At the foot of one
daunting wall I overtook a party of two men and a girl vainly looking for the
trail on the other side of the water. Then we all turned and looked at the cliff
and they said they could get up there, and there. I said nothing. With novices I
would have got the rope out, had they been my party and if I'd had a rope. It
was a moderate rock climb of some hundred feet.
In the event the rock was sound and the holds large if polished, but this was a
hiking trail. Nevertheless it was far less serious than that ghastly red slope I'd
slid down.
Above the climb the trail ran along the top of the huge undercut cliff, the
path eroded and sloping in places. Predictably the walkers trotted unconcerned
along the exposed level bits, inched across the even more exposed breaks,
where I went cautiously on the level and nipped across the breaks trusting to
momentum to keep me going.
We passed little hedgehog cacti in bloom with claret flowers, we passed
under great barrel cacti impending from crevices like monsters observing our
progress, we passed above the cataracts of Beaver Falls and I wondered why I
was continuing. We descended by a broad zig-zag and crossed the river for the
fifth time. Suddenly I became aware that the weather had deteriorated further.
At the next wade I turned back. There were five crossings between me and my
sleeping bag, and prudence suggested that the most likely way to die now was
not from falling or drowning but from succumbing to pneumonia after
benightment in soaked bib overalls.
On the return the descent of the rock climb went well, the ascent of the red
dust cliff most shamefully. There was only one way to do it: by straddling on
the rounded bosses and jamming the elbows. The top was overhung by a black
rock pitch. I must have traversed in at this point. Curious that I should have
forgotten such an exposed traverse. I moved right on a sloping ledge, came to a
corner, looked round and felt sick. I turned to the black rock. Some way up it
I knew I hadn't descended it. The moment of truth: now I had to.
I did, of course. You never stop learning. I had been so obsessed with the
place that I'd taken the first line that came to hand without looking at the top;
the correct route was several yards further on, and after my fright on the black
overhangs, jamming up the second set of fissures was child's play. I arrived at
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the top with raw elbows and covered with red slime from head to boots. It
would wash off in the river. There was no lack of river.
At the tenth and last crossing, all danger over (except to the camera), I edged
out on a submerged reef and, a few yards from the opposite bank, came to a Vshaped cleft through which the bulk of the river poured to a deep, deep pool.
I'd done it again. Followed a trail, it was a false cast.
The gap was only a yard wide but you can't jump a yard when you're thighdeep in fast water already; you can't even step. Above the sluice was another
pool and I could see its bottom. I was soaked already and the camera was at the
top of my pack, level with my head. I could not turn round. I backed up
diffidently, feeling for the reef with my bare feet. I stepped off the ledge
deliberately and the bottom sloped down, and down: waist-deep, chest-deep.
It lapped my throat. I tip-toed, hunched my shoulders, and took another step.
The bottom rose. I flung myself up the bank and pulled out the Pentax. It
was dry. Moreover my sack was almost waterproof and my other good piece of
was damp only on the outside.
the duvet
equipment
Heedless of the fact that I was a few yards from the correct crossing place I
stripped and put on a pair of trousers which I'd found abandoned on a bush and
had been taking back to put in a trash bin. The seat was ripped and they'd been
discarded by a very fat man but they had a belt and after I'd worked on it with
the thing on my knife with which you remove stones from horses' hooves, I
fashioned a new hole. Never mind that I had no seat, the trousers were dry and
so was my duvet. Walking fast, I soon stopped shivering. It was cold now and
the rain started shortly after I got back to the campground. By the time it came
down in earnest I was lodged under an overhang, having dined with the girl
who'd stored my spare gear.
The bad news was that a pack rat had made its nest under the overhang, and
pack rats plug their entrances with cacti. When I woke before dawn and went to
fold my foam mat by torchlight I found it bristling not only with prickly pear
spines but with the tiny barbed thorns that are finer than hairs. The mattress
had to be abandoned.
At five-thirty I was walking out: through the stirring campground and the
Indian village, past the waterfalls, eyeing the threatening sky and reckoning I
had four hours before the deluge, and over ten miles to go, uphill.
I did it in five hours with a break for a shower of rain and breakfast of water
and crackers in a cave. The storm struck soon after I reached the Jeep, with
thunder and lightning, and hail that I thought must surely pit our powder-blue
paintwork.
The storm continued for over twenty-four hours but I spent it holed up in a
motel with scalding hot water, steaks and ice cream, with the heater going full
blast to dry my clothes, watching crime series on television while reclining on a
king-size bed with a six-pack, recuperating for the next off-day.
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Stella Adams, Mesach, Tremadoc
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PINNACLE CLUB/BMC WOMEN'S
INTERNATIONAL MEET,
SPRING HOLIDAY, 1984
Angela Soper
Present on the meet were: Judy Adam; Stella Adams; Rosie Andrews
(USA); Brede Arkless; Chris Bowen; Margaret Clennett; Sheila Cormack;
Jenny Cossey; Joan Dally; Lynda Dean; Catherine Destivelle (France);
Claudie Dunn; Gerry Fellowes; Mandy Glanvill; Tansy Hardy; Alison
Hargreaves; Pamela Holt; Verena Jaggin (Switzerland); Christine Jambert
(France); Rhona Lampard; Jill Lawrence; Sue Lawty; Pippa Manson; Lesley
Moody; Nicole Niquille (Switzerland); Elaine Owen; Gill Price; Madeleine
Raven; Janet Robinson; Rose Scott; Hilary Sharpe; Angela Soper; Kit Stewart;
Geraldine Taylor; Margaret Theobald; Paula Turley (Eire); Jay Turner; An
Verbeeck (Belgium); Sonja Vietoris; Jenny Wong, lan Dunn (BMC); Mark
Hutchinson (BMC); lan Smith (photographer).
This meet was a highly significant event, marking exciting developments in
women's climbing and personal achievements for those who took part. 'A
Women's Meet with an International Flavour', it brought together some of the
best and the most enthusiastic women climbers in the world. Our visitors came
from France, Switzerland, Belgium and U.S.A., the Czechs acknowledged the
invitation but declined to send anyone 'for technical reasons', and no interested
British woman was turned away. We had the complete spectrum, from
Extreme leaders to near-beginners, from rock-specialists to all round
mountaineers. The incorrigible spirit that Tom Price associates with the
Pinnacle Club was strongly in evidence, with an atmosphere ideal for personal
bests.
Chilly winds round Cwm Dyli did us a favour and sent us to Tremadog on
the first day. No better place to get to know each other! Over thirty women
climbers made quite an impact on the rock and on the rest of the population. It
was a friendly and satisfying day. Madeleine and I on Barbarian had a ring-side
view of Catherine and Rosie making an agile ascent of the hard crack Fingerlicker, while Stella and Verena on nearby Scratch Arete contributed to the
sound-track.
Dinas Cromlech. All
Probably the highlight was May 29th. The place
stances and ledges occupied. Leaders on Left Wall, Resurrection, Cenotaph
Corner and Right Wall. All women, with women waiting to climb. Madeleine
had settled for a damp Corner and Christine for a dry Resurrection. Janet
queued for Left Wall while Alison moved round to The Thing. Jill and Rosie,
who have climbed together extensively since the last Women's International,
tossed a coin about Right Wall. Jill won and chose to go for it.
How did it feel to be the first woman to lead Right Wall and break into the E5
grade? Was Jill aware of Christine cruising up Resurrection, of Judy seconding
it beautifully, of Catherine leading the next rope? Did she envy the climbers
on the warm left wall and feel for Janet on her first E3? Was she bothered by
the photographers, the abseilers, the jokers on the ledge? Could she feel good
vibrations from everybody willing it to go well?
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Jill could tell us now. As the sun warmed the Right Wall, she won the battle
in her head, committed herself to the unprotected moves of the first crux
and made them safely. A rest, the second crux, and twenty voices shouting
'Well done, Jill'. Rosie then led Right Wall confidently while we others
dispersed to Grond, Curfew and Crucifix. When evening shadowed the
Cromlech, there only remained lan, a lonely speck on the Right Wall, with
Claudie holding his rope. Next day both French girls led Right Wall.
Would these ascents have been made but for the meet? Probably not yet. In
Rosie's words 'If it hadn't been for the others wanting to do it, I'd have waited
till I was ready'. On a meet we encourage ech other, in words and by example,
and this is how psychological barriers get broken. Jill on Right Wall, Janet on
Left Wall, Sheila on Meshach, each pushing into a new grade, could all sense
the communal spirit of 'go for it'. We understand that everyone gets the same
reward from climbing, whatever her personal limit. If climbs were graded by
women, many would be in a different category, and it helps a lot to discuss a
route with a woman who has already done it. When the guidebook says
'strenuous' you feel much braver if she tells you 'I found I could use my feet'.
Women climb with imaginative footwork, balance, exact positioning of the
body. They become stronger from climbing, but depend mainly on technique.
During this meet well over a hundred Extreme leads were made, at least thirty
E3 or harder, on all types of rock, and there were very few falls or lapses from
good style. But the meet was not entirely about hard routes. Many less
experienced climbers enjoyed the classics and had their first taste of more
challenging climbs. And they kept coming from Wales to Derbyshire, and to
the Lake District for the third weekend, by which time only the British
contingent remained.
The best climbers are those who do most climbing. Pat Kelly realised this
seventy years ago when she practised on gritstone in her tennis shoes. Not
everyone can make climbing her main priority. But everyone can taste the
exhilaration and companionship of climbing and, by participating, make her
own contribution. As Jill remarked 'A high Pinnacle needs a broad base'. This
meet was exactly in keeping with the objectives of the Club. Our founders knew
that development of women's climbing would follow from bringing women
climbers together. Let's build on the successes of 1984, and see how far
women's climbing really can develop.
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RENDEZ-VOUS HAUTES MONTAGNES 1984,
SWITZERLAND INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S
MEET 19 - 26 AUGUST, 1984
Pamela Holt
I first learned about this meet in May 1984 during the BMC/Pinnacle Club
International Meet from Verena Jaeggin, a Swiss participant and this year's
RHM technical manager. Started 17 years ago by the Baroness Felicitas von
Reznicek, RHM has been described as a loosely knit organisation of European
women climbers who hold an annual meet for one week in different areas of
Europe, usually in Western Europe one year and Eastern Europe the following
year.
Arriving on the Sunday afternoon at Handegg, below the Grimsel Pass, I
was greeted by Verena. I pitched my tent in the meadow behind the Handegg
Hotel where other participants, like myself, could be seen eagerly reading the
meet programme. A welcome in three languages followed by an aperitif set the
scene that evening as women from thirteen countries greeted old friends or
welcomed new faces.
For the first two days ' we were blessed with hot sunny weather and many of
us were able to enjoy high standard friction climbing on the incredible granite
slabs of Eldorado. These glaciated slabs, which give climbs of 15 pitches, lie an
hour's walk from the Grimsel Hospice along the dammed lake of Grimselsee. It
is a beautiful area with many wild flowers, animals and birds. Routes climbed
were Radio Sonde/ De Role Korsar (TD) and Venon (ED), the most popular
being Septumania and Motorhead. Whilst coiling the ropes after Venon I was
amazed to discover a 70 year old participant happily climbing HVS equivalent.
Denise Escranda (French) was encouragement to us all.
Later in the week I joined several French, Swiss and Italian women on the
Mittagflue IV a classic small mountain on Welsh-type rock. That evening in
the local secondary school three women's expeditions were described and
illustrated by Heidi Ludi, Silvia Metzeltin-Buscaini and Liz KlobusickyMailander. Liz took part in the 1978 Annapurna expeditior in which two
women tragically lost their lives. Thursday was press day with cocktails and
canapes whilst cameras clicked and reporters scribbled. A few action shots
were taken as we climbed on the Handegg walls. Friday was damp and
miserable for climbing so many people visited the Crystal Museum and the
Aareschlucht, a 200m deep water carved gorge with wooden galleries and rails
along its sides.
After another damp day and a long wait for a slab climb above the dam, a
steep VS style crack was ascended before hurrying back for the Saturday farewell,
dinner given by the community ol Guttannen. It was a sumptuous meal alter
which the Rumanian representative invited all present to come to her country
for the Rendez-vous next year.
Before we all departed in the morning names and addresses were collated
and distributed. We left the richer for having met and made so many friends. It
was an experience I would recommend to anyone.
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DAY OUT ON PILLAR
Shirley Angell
Little did I know when Alex came to stay with me for four days, how fit,
energetic and bounding with enthusiasm she would be. "I thought", she
confided, as she arrived at 8.30 on Monday morning after a hard weekend's
climbing, "I thought we could spend one day on Pillar, one on Esk Buttress and
one on Scafell East Face, then finish with a lower crag before I drive home on
Thursday". I needed time to recover from the shock, but within an hour or two
we were setting off for Pillar via Wasdale Head, flogging up the hot path with
ropes and rucksacks making rivers of sweat, passing walkers who assured us
they had only stopped to admire the view, and reaching in due time the
mountain rescue box below Shamrock. On the way up we had chatted of this
and that: our children at college, our work and my bad arm, which I made
much of.
We had been up to Pillar the year before, to do South West Route, only to be
driven away by threatening cloud, spots of rain, and fear. True to form, the
cloud swirled round while we had lunch and a chill breeze blew up. We looked
at Photon, which was supposed to dry out quickly, and discovered its wetness
by scrambling up 200ft of saturated VS grass and Alex climbing half its greasy
first pitch. By the time we got down we had wasted an hour and a half and had
acquired a certain grim determination. Anything less than VS would spell
defeat, but meanwhile the clouds swirled and the wind blew. Alex suggested
North West climb and I agreed. It was no moment to remember somebody's
comment that I wouldn't like it as it was all chimneys. The description said
hearteningly that one could even climb it in the rain. I concealed my thoughtprocesses from Alex. "3.30", I thought, looking at my watch. "Alex leads
slowly and carefully. If she leads at 100ft an hour we shall reach the top at 7.30.
Add an hour on for luck and we shall still have two hours of daylight in which to
descend. In my pocket", my thoughts continued, "I have a whistle and
compass and emergency rations. I wish I had a torch and an extra pullover".
The climb starts engagingly with a ramp. It is the only ramp in the vicinity,
so you know you are on the right route. Two chimneys later, you think that
chimney climbing is fun. The only untoward thing to happen was that my
whistle suddenly appeared, dangling through a small hole in the pouch pocket
of my red anorak. I rarely buy anoraks. This one is twenty-nine years old,
marking my first enthusiastic purchase prior to my Beginner's Rock-Climbing
Course. Carefully balancing on small footholds, I transferred my whistle and
compass to a lower pocket.
"I have brought you up here", remarked Alex,"Because I am looking for a
glacis slab". I waved my hand with some authority and she set off again. It is
pleasantly easy to be decisive when one is seconding. I rejoined her in a little,
windswept niche.
"The next pitch", said Alex, "has something called l Le Coin' ". I became
alarmed. Things with names are usually hard. I became more alarmed as I sat
on that windy stance for an hour or so, with Alex out of sight, wrestling with I
knew not what. Finally it was my turn and, petrified with cold and fear, I
tottered round the corner. I didn't believe it, but Alex finally convinced me
that I had to follow the trail of a kindly person whom we named Red Fluff. "If
my foot comes off this hold", I thought, "I shall dangle in space and have to
prussic up the rope and Alex has all the large slings". That danger was past
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when I let out a heartrending cry of alarm and Alex though I had come off. The
small hole in my anorak pouch had grown out of all recognition and out of it was
my precious poly bag of emergency rations!
protruding my Trail Mix
Fortunately I was able to remove my hand from the rock long enough to grab
the bag and clench it between my teeth as I swarmed up the rock. On the
delicate pitch that followed, my pocket emptied itself of prety little bits of blue
toilet paper for which there was no reprieve.
After a sporting traverse to the right (we were getting into the spirit of the
jolly party who first ascended the route in '06), we were at the foot of "Oppenheimer's Chimney. The start is awkward". This had been giving us food for
thought to be both named and awkward it must be hard! Fortunately it went
well with only a moment's anxiety when a large and useful hold rocked in its
and I bravely took over the lead for the "20ft of easy scrambling
socket
which leads to a cairn".
Some time later we were eating sandwiches at the bottom of the climb and I
congratulated Alex on her splendid lead with a rather feeble second.
"You're a wonderful second", said Alex. "You know the way off the crag!"
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IN PURSUIT OF PLEASURE
Gill Fuller
"We've got to get fit", he declares with monotonous regularity throughout
the year, only varying his call in late September, following the knackering
activities of the summer, to, "You don't stay fit for very long!" At least the
September cry recognises that I did achieve some form of fitness even if only
momentarily.
And so the fitness programme starts.
"Swimming twice a week", he suggests. Fortunately I go alone and have no
known witness as I struggle relentlessly up and down the pool pull back, kick
hard, pull back, kick hard, and don't forget to breathe. I clasp the rail at the far
end panting hard having exerted every muscle I have, only to see the gaggle of
eight year olds who effortlessly overtook me on the way down, exhibiting a
beautiful medley of strokes nearing the far end.
"We'll go and sample the new Leisure Centre tomorrow
they've got a
good weight training room". I study the training schedules and read the
instructions. With due regard to the warnings about over exertion I slot my key
into a light weight not too bad. "That's not doing you much good", he says
and resets my key to accept another stack of weights. Barely able to move my
weights I look in disbelief as a trio of 'gorillas' arrive, set various machines at
maximum weight, and proceed to their exercises while carrying on a
conversation!
Well perhaps it would be better just to get out into the hills and ignore this
contrived fitness training.
February
Climbers' Club dinner
"Going up to Scotland next week",
says he. "Great", says another, "just come back, snow conditions are fantastic".
Thank goodness, I think, we'll get some good ski-ing. First morning clear
blue skies, crisp snow three of us set off from Glen Feshie towards Carn Ban
More.
He drops his lens hood
"I'll get it", call I, expecting to collect it in a few
feet, but my skins slow my descent, the lens hood rolls further finally I grab it
to find myself 300 feet below him. Well, it's a grand day, he'll wait, won't he?
Foolish thought. I struggle panting to the col above the Big Moss to join the two
of them. They are peering to the south. "Some cloud coming we'd better get
going", says he. Some cloud? An enormous billowing bank of dense damp
cloud marches determinedly up from the south west. We ski down to the Big
Moss intending to make for Cairn Toul. Suddenly we are engulfed maps and
compasses out, we have our position but its a no go situation. We set course for
Meall Dubhag and return to Glen Feshie feeling our way in the perfect white
out. And so the white out continues for the rest of the week. We attack the
Monadhliaths
I get left behind. One day I find my skins are back in the hut
in trouble again, but a rest day for me. The final day nearly blows me away
but not the mist. But it's true I'll have to get fit for the Alps at Easter.
Back home with purpose and determination I plan my training swimming
one evening a week, running two evenings, and of course scurrying into the
hills behind him at weekends. But where to run too many cars on the road,
too dark on the moors, "Up and down the Buttresses", said he
perfect.
The Buttress is an extremely steep, cobbled pathway from Hebden Bridge
directly up to Heptonstall. On with my track suit, set the stop watch, and I
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pound out of the house five circuits to be my target. Thank goodness it only
lasted the few weeks to Easter
I put up with the strange looks, and odd
comments
"She's coming back again", but the small, fiercesome mongrel
was too much "You'll have to stop he doesn't like people running", shouted
his equally small and fiercesome owner.
But results were encouraging, "What's happening have you got engines in
your knees?" called he from behind as I strode out to some distant summit.
And so off to the Alps full of confidence to find deep new snow and cloud.
I'm not a woman's libber and felt no compulsion to do my share of trail breaking. We returned to Chamonix at the end of the tour
knackered again!
Back to square one? Well, not quite, but "we must get fit for the summer".
Well the Pennines provide some good training grounds. "And remember we
want to do a good time, so no walking round bogs, just go straight through".
Horton in Ribblesdale
start of the Three Peaks. Two hours later as I was
pulled from a waist deep bog, I was asked why I hadn't walked round; it seemed
unwise to spend valuable energy in wordy retaliation. My objective was
achieved with time to spare, so it was with confidence that I strode out at 5.00
a.m. a fortnight later on the Derwent Watershed walk.
It was a fantastic morning as we exchanged greetings with an insomniac
gardener in Hope. This feeling of well being was re-inforced as we awakened
some horses on the Mam Tor ridge, but nothing could compare with my elation
as I pounded past hardened pennine Wayers. I overlooked the fact that I had a
tiny day sac and running shoes, and they were loaded with full back packs and
heavy boots! As we skipped lightly over the bogs down to the Snake Pass the
'Wayers', just up from London, stumbled through the peat with looks of utter
loathing as we passed by. Does anyone do the Pennine Way twice? On to
Bleaklow to find our cache of food strategically hidden the previous night.
Turn right, next objective Margery Hill
no path, heather, peat hags, sky
turning grey now Just keep putting one foot in front of the other you'll get
there in the end will I? "Is that the end of the ridge?" I point hopefully to a
near skyline. "No love, it's that very faint one in the very far distance".
... A familiar voice talks to me, but the words are alien "I'll carry your sac",
it says, and he does! I suppose it was easier than carrying me! It was just 7.00
p.m. when I staggered back to the car at Yorkshire Bridge.
Well after that, the Pennine Way section from Holme Moss aerial back home
to Hebden Bridge would make a leisurely stroll. It was my half term he was
working so drove me up to the aerial and left me as the mist just started to
gather. I was fit now, no need to worry I strode out into the light rain. Two
'Wayers' waved to me (sensibly from the warmth of their little tent) as I
paddled down from Black Hill to the Saddleworth Road in now heavy rain. A
path had been laid northward across the bog from the road. I strode out with
renewed enthusiasm until suddenly, no path. I stepped tentatively and was
immediately grabbed by the bog. The recent bog episode on the Three Peaks
leapt to mind. I staggered out and turned to the left
no go, to the right
impossible. OK I pack it in and get a bus home I turn to retreat nothing
but bog. I stand there isolated and alone, and think of all the folk who disappear
on the moors
that's it, they've been gobbled up by the bog! A moment of
panic, I wish he was here, he'd shout at me and make me get a move on
somehow. I'm fit now, I'm ready for those big, sunny Andean, peaks please
bog don't gobble me up. Then I see a little blue flag, yes there's a way to it, then
another, I make it, and another, on across the moors I plod. ... Hours later I
drip into the kitchen
he's made my tea
"Good day love?"
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Jill Lawrence on Cream
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A PINDUS ADVENTURE, 1982
Dorothy Wright
If anyone has not made up her mind where to go for her next holiday, I
would like strongly to recommend the Pindus mountains in Northern Greece.
There are vast areas of unclimbed rock and seldom-ascended easy peaks, in fact
if you like solitude go soon before the crowds and the tour-operators discover
it. It is also a paradise for the botanist and amateur flower lover. Nearly a tenth
of Greek flora is endemic and not to be found anywhere else in the world. Many
rare Alpine plants and numerous Asiatic species are also found there.
I went there with Betty Whitehead and her husband Anthony and we did not
see another walker or climber during the whole fortnight we were there. Not
that it was all that lonely we met numerous shepherds, goatherds, sheep,
dogs, mules and horses. It was quite common to meet a lone shepherd boy
eating his melon near the very top of 'our' peak whilst keeping an eye on his
sheep and goats. Anyone visiting the Pindus needs to plan several months
ahead in order to borrow maps, contact members of the Greek Alpine Club, etc.
The great "charm" of the area lies in the fact that route-finding is almost
impossible! There are no maps of the area suitable for walking, and no climbing
guidebooks (although I believe one is in preparation). We bought a book by
George Sfikas called "The Mountains of Greece" which was useful for ideas
of where to go. We borrowed and photocopied maps belonging to Lord Hunt
and a copy of his article on the Pindus in an R.G.S. journal in fact it was a
conversation with him many years ago about his 1963 exploration of the Pindus
that had inspired me. The maps were of a scale 1 in 100 000, very difficult to
read, and very out of date (ex German army of occupation, someone told me)
but were invaluable for getting general directions and some idea of distances
and obtaining compass bearings (Mediterranean grid, variation 0°, which was
a surprise at first). We discovered during the holiday that good maps do exist
we saw some students reading one
but they are not on sale to the public.
Clearly more research was needed, possibly via the Geography department of
Athens or Thessalonika university. A good knowledge of modern Greek is a
great help almost essential and here Anthony's help was invaluable as he
studies modern Greek at night school in Manchester, an idea for would-be
Pindus travellers. Without local knowledge gained from non-English speaking
villagers I doubt whether we would have found our way up any peaks. Footpaths such as we know them in Britain do not usually exist, but there are plenty
of shepherds' tracks, generally leading from one spring to the next rather than
to a mountain summit. The Greek Tourist Office in Athens supplied a
motoring map and a booklet containing useful addresses of mountain huts and
Alpine Club local secretaries. These I pursued with little response, probably
because I did not write in Greek.
Waymark, Sherpa and other tour operators include backpacking tours in the
Pindus in their programmes and initially we tried to book with Waymark.
However we were rejected as being too old and probably too slow to keep up
with the pace of the six fit young men who had already booked, so we decided to
do our own thing, much to my relief as I was none too keen on carrying a heavy
rucksack with bivvying equipment and food for 10 days. In the event, we hired
a car and slept in beds or occasionally on a floor but indoors and slept soundly
whilst the rain sluiced it down outside on the Waymark campers. Yes, contrary
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to expectations it does rain sometimes in August in Greece, and the Hunt
expedition had plenty of snow to contend with in April. We had quite frightening thunderstorms and thick mist on two peaks. It was hot most of the time,
however, and a sun hat and sun tan lotion were essential, although I had been
much hotter and got more sunburnt in Torridon two months earlier. Only
during our rare nights in cities was the heat unbearable and sleep impossible as
one lay there in a bath of one's own sweat. The mountain villages where we
stayed were 3 to 4,000 feet up so that ascending the peaks was rather like
walking in Britain, and the rain ensured streams, greenery and lots of colourful
mountain flowers, which I had not expected in August.
With the difficulties of deciphering our maps and deciding where we were,
we had endless discussions and arguments about which peaks we had actually
ascended, but we think we reached the tops of Pexalovou in the Agrapha range,
near the better-known Bolero peak which proved too far away, the Tsoukarella
peak of Peristeri (2295m), Koziakas (1910m) from Pertouli, and Marossa on
Mount Avgo (2148m) from Neraidokhori. The last named took 7% hours
return, the others slightly less. One of the confusing things was the fact that maps,
the locals and our book usually had different names for the same peak. We also
visited Zagori villages from where we walked along a hair-raising path along
the top of the Vikos gorge, second in grandeur to the Samaria gorge in Crete.
Koziakas had a marker on its summit so at least we could be sure of that peak. It
is close to an Excursion Club hut which can be reched by a 'well-defined path'
through the Pertouli forest. Needless to say we failed to find the start of the
path on our first attempt, and having eventually found it we soon lost it. On the
way down we came across a flock of sheep and fierce sheep dogs at a mountain
"saeter" (I don't know what the Greek name is). The people there were very
sociable and we spent a long time sampling their yoghourt, watching the sheep
and goats being milked, and were led back to the valley by the mule carrying the
milk and its owner. A pleasant interlude! There's a lot to be said for getting
'lost' on a mountain.
We also combined our walking with tourism, visiting Delphi, Parnassus,
soaking in the hot springs at Thermopylae, Karitza, Metsovon (a picturesque
town which is a small ski resort in winter), Kalambaka, Kastoria which has 27
Byzantine churches, the Meteora with its monasteries perched high on
impossible-looking crags, Amphissa, then along the Gulf of Corinth to Patrai
and the North Peloponnese where we visited Kalavryta with its impressive
memorial to the massacre in which the Germans shot the entire male
population of the town. More peaks and gorges are accessible from Kalavryta,
including Mount Helmos, and the Styx waters and cave, but, sadly, it was time
to return from Athens.
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SHINING CLEFT
Janet Davies
It was a good name for a climb. Our Leader had been encouraging us
towards the cliff the NW face of Sgurr a' Mhadaidh for years, for once in
his dim and distant youth he had been on the first ascent of a very hard route
there about which he frequently reminded us. Now we would soon be seeing it
for ourselves.
"The shortest walk to a crag onSkye",he said. It wasn't. Possibly the walk to
Waterpipe Gully is but our climb started a good 1,000 feet of steep scree above
that. However, Coir' a' Mhadaidh is magnificent; high, open, backed by a
series of vast rock walls and with a view out to Harris and Lewis. We basked on
the sun-warmed rocks and surveyed the cliff. It was difficult to appreciate the
scale; most of the climbs are between 500 and 900 feet long and the cliff must be
well over 2,000 feet wide yet there are only nine climbs on it. Like Cloggy in the
1930's the scope for new routes is enormous. The cliff was visited in the last
century by W.W. Naismith and G.B. Gibbs who made an attempt on Deep
Gash Gully (now HVS): Archer Thomson, H.O. Jones, A.P. Abraham,
Harland, Pye, Mallory and Shadbolt all took part in the early exploration
resulting in four routes after which nothing new was added until 1949 when
Deep Gash Gully was successfully climbed. We were shown the impressive
line of Thor and heard again a hold by hold account of its first ascent many
years before. The first description of Thunder Rib, a steep, direct-looking line,
was written in true laconic Scots fashion by Robin Smith, 'Follow the rib to the
top'.
Our route took a slanting line up to the 'shining cleft', an enormous corner of
smooth basalt, which it avoids on the right and then continues up beside to join
Foxes' Rake.
While we were fortifying ourselves with Mars bars and arguing over the
midge spray
our Leader normally abhors aerosols along with white flour,
South African oranges, mass-produced cars etc., but today as the winged
hordes were massing he decided to abandon his strongly-held convictions and
use some of ours. We, on the other hand, were not so enthusiastic about this
sudden conversion and felt he should stick to his principles we noticed two
people hurrying down from the direction of Foxes' Rake. They rushed past,
saying they had been forced to abandon their climb up Foxes' Rake because of
the water. As they continued up towards Sgurr a' Mhadaidh along the foot of
the cliff, we wondered what they had meant. 'The water'?
Still wondering, we set off on the climb. As always, Scottish descriptions are
far from verbose, so when the cairn mentioned at the top of the first pitch
proved elusive we were quite relieved to find ourselves still on the right route
two pitches later, when we crossed Slanting Gully above the big cave.
By this time a slight worry was becoming more insistent. This route had been
upgraded from its original Severe to VS; so far we had encountered little above
V.Diff. What lay ahead?
During the summer our standard had been creeping slowly up but our
accumulation of gear had leapt up quite disproportionately. Our Leader now
felt able to protect anything, assuming that he could heave such a large weight
up with him. It was ironical that part of the reason for raising Shining Cleft's
grade was that there was practically no protection on it.
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After crossing Slanting Gully an easy rising traverse takes one to the foot of
the cleft. Here the difficulties begin.
the lower part of the shining cleft leads up to a very
A steep corner
delicate traverse right and a stance with a good view of the cleft itself and the
overhang which caps it; an imposing sight. At this point one is tempted to think
that the difficulties are over but the next two pitches are long, very committing
and the route is far from obvious. After this the climb eases but we were very
glad of the clear weather in which to find Foxes' Rake; in the mist it could have
been another story.
We were also still wondering about 'the water'. Were we above or below it?
We descended tentatively expecting gushing torrents round every corner, but
never found more than a trickle.
As we removed PA's we decided that it had been a committing and
pioneering sort of climb; there is not much evidence of previous ascents, the
route-finding is difficult and intricate and protection very awkward to arrange.
However, the atmosphere of the climb, the superb setting, the remoteness of
the corrie all contribute to making a highly recommended expedition.
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CLIMBING THE SNOWDON HORSESHOE
Royanne Wilding
I have heard mutters from certain PC members that there is no point in
attending a meet if Royanne's going because it is bound to rain. This time
though, it just had to be perfect for the high Welsh crags. After weeks without
rain, with a high situated firmly over the country, dare I think about real
mountain crags? I surreptitiously got my guide books out at night and made a
secret list of the things I'd like to do.
Saturday morning I was up early, driving through morning mist over
Llanberis to the hut where I was greeted by Ann asking me where I wanted to
go. Diffidently I suggested Avalanche/Red Wall on Lliwedd. Up to now
everyone else to whom I mentioned this had already done it, so I had other
routes listed just in case; but I was in luck, Ann was keen to climb there as well.
She reads her guide books better than I do and laid out a true mountaineering
day for us.
We padded easily up the black pipeline into Cwm Dyli, slapping at nasty
biting things and hoping they didn't fly to the high crags. Lliwedd came into
view. Usually it is black and forbidding, if you can see it at all through the
swirling mists. Today it looked warm, dry and inviting and, as the sun was
moving off, it would not be too hot. We halted by the Iryn to study the
geography of the crag, easily defined by gullies and buttresses. From this
distance there seemed to be plenty of good, clean rock to go at, apparently
belying its reputation for loose, vegetated routes.
Approaching the East Buttress, it was some time before the aptly named
Heather Shelf became clearly defined. Ann led off while I gave my brand new
sticht plate a christening, although after a while we decided that as we were
climbing quite fast it was simpler to use it only for the leader.
Ann went slightly off route, climbing up the first groove instead of crossing it
and ascending the flanking arete. I gained a piece of sling rope here. Badly tied,
and threaded through a natural belay, did it tell the tale of an epic abseil?
Neither of us felt we'd like to be here on a short, cold winter's day. Judging by
the polished holds that petered out a short way up the groove, many others had
made this error here and it was fairly easy to move right and regain the route
below the Quartz Sickle, an attractive wall studded with irregular chunks of
white rock. Ann's lead, the wall, followed by a pleasantly exposed rib, brought
us to the end of Avalanche.
Here, unfortunately, the face is broken by two long pitches of scrambling
leading to the foot of Red Wall where we caught up with another couple. With
runners spaced at 5 foot intervals we were obviously behind a slow party, but
they didn't mind us going through and I led a steepish, rising traverse
rightwards across the wall to a stance whence I brought Ann up to clear the way
for the others. Another pleasant pitch, all on sound and warm rock, brought us
to the Gallery and the foot of the final section, Longland's Continuation. This
started with some interesting moves into a nook and then a neat step right on to
a slab. Enjoyable climbing continued for Ann's pitch, the situation, high on the
face of Lliwedd with blue llyns below us and the rugged Crib Goch ridge across
the valley, adding atmosphere to the route. The final pitch was, as should be on
all good routes, probably the hardest. A steep slab, climbed on small, well
spaced holds, unprotected (as was much of the route), but yielding just in time
to keep its standard down to V.Diff. A scramble over rocks, and there was the
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true summit of the mountain a surprise I hadn't expected. I definitely don't
read my guide books properly.
Here it was really hot, even though slightly hazy. We lunched, sipped our
limited liquid supplies and agreed that the heat justified the use of the
Snowdon Cafe. A long and dusty trudge down Lliwedd's shoulder to Bwlch y
Seathau and a plod up a greatly eroded path led slowly and sweatily to the
holiday scene at the highest point in Wales. Even the mountain engines seemed
to be feeling the heat, their oily drivers positively melting. I scraped the coins
together from the depths of my sac; 36p, enough to buy us one large (but not
giant) orange juice. I asked for two cups, and later reckoned I should have
asked for a giant cup of water for the price of my remaining 2p.
From the summit I had my first ever view of Yr Aran. It's not the first time
I've even been there, it's just that it's a favourite venue for Pinnaclers on
normal club meets. Tourists were complaining of the haze spoiling the view;
little did they know how lucky they were to see anything. The only other time
I've been up when it wasn't raining was at night, with a beautiful full moon
lighting our roue across Lliwedd, so maybe I didn't notice Aran that time.
From this viewpoint it is a fine peak.
Our aim today was to complete the Snowdon Horseshoe via another climb,
Reade's Route II on Crib Goch. As we crossed Crib y ddysgl, ominous
rumblings muttered around us, and behind us Snowdon vanished into deep
gloom. I could almost hear the last trainload complaining that there wasn't a
view. We sat on Crib y ddysgl and studied the rock face below Crib Goch, while
a chill wind caused us to don extra clothes over shorts and T shirts. Ann had
wanted to do this route for a long time, having seen an old photo of a club
member stepping from the top of a pinnacle on to the rock wall behind. We
could see the pinnacle almost leaning against the rock. The route sounded fun,
though from here it still looked some distance off, and there was that thunder
again. We moved down to get a better look and it came back into perspective
looking attractively clean and dry. Behind us Snowdon cleared as we scrambled
easily to the foot of the first pitch, a steep wall. Ann led off, a difficult move that
we both agreed was the crux certainly for small people as it involves an extra
move to reach the first jug. Then she came to the Pinnacle top. It is a really
enjoyable move. When I reached it I was sure my legs would never stretch
enough to bridge the gap, but you actually stand with one foot right on top of
the pinnacle, the other on the wall. We both found that we then turned round to
bridge the other way before making a neat layback move to pull on to the wall
(possibly easier for short people). Definitely the best pitch of the day. The final
pitch on adequate holds up a steep airy rib was once again in a superb position
with tremendous views. Altogether an excellent but short climb.
Along the Crib Gocn arete, the slope fell away sharply to our left, while to
the right Llyn Llydaw lay, bright blue and promising a cooling dip. I expressed
my desire for a swim and Ann, whose legs had just seen the sun for the first time
this year, hinted that she was beginning to feel like the fresh cooked lobster she
resembled. At the water's edge I paused, bracing myself for the refreshing dip
past experience of deep mountain lakes had led me to expect. The pool held the
last surprise of the day; the water was warmer than the local swimming pool
and a real pleasure to swim in.
I lay on my back watching white wisps of cloud drifting across the blue sky.
Turning my head to one side and then idly kicking my feet, I revolved,
following our route round the Horseshoe, Lliwedd, still looking warm and
friendly, Snowdon sharp against a deepening sky, the sun setting gradually
beyind Crib y ddysgl and finally the rugged arete of Crib Goch.
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BIRTHS
a
a
a
a

Alison Higham
Jane Stedman
Jane Hillman
Fiona Longstaff

daughter
daughter
son
son

MARRIAGES
Fiona Slator to Dick Longstaff

DEATHS
Susan Harper 1980
Christina Barratt 1983
Hester White 1983
Ursula Lawrie 1983
Dorothy Lee 1983
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MEMBERS' ACTIVITIES
Britain
As always members have been active, winter and summer, throughout
Britain. Two good summers and the International Women's Meets seem to
have provided a powerful incentive, and many people's climbing standards
have gone up a grade or two. Certainly members seem to have been climbing
together on most weekends as well as coming on meets. These have become
more frequent, almost one a fortnight, and on the whole are well attended.
Pembroke and Cornwall have been popular venues at Easter; Angela Soper,
Stella Adams and Lynda Dean spent Easter 1983 in Pembroke, climbing at
HVS/E1 standard with the odd E2. A Pinnacle team was in Cornwall at Easter
1984 when many classic routes were climbed. In addition members have been
climbing in Wales, the Lakes and Scotland doing routes too numerous to
mention.
U.S.A.
Over the last three years it would seem that more Pinnacle Club members
have been spending their summers in the States than in the Alps. 1982 saw
Angela Soper and Mary Loukes in California and on Mt. Whitney. Jean
Drummond and Denise Wilson with Chris and Tony climbed in the Wind
Rivers.
In 1983 Angela Soper, Sheila Cormack, Stella Adams, Stephanie Rowlands,
Jay Turner, and Lynda Dean were variously in Colorado and Wyoming where
they climbed many routes despite the mosquitos.

Denise and Sarah Wilson and Jean Drummond
Blanc de Morning, Switzerland.
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Angela and Lynda particularly liked The Cirque of the Towers area in the
Wind Rivers where they climbed many routes up to and including 5.9.
Himalayas
Annabelle Barker and Val Brown went trekking in the Gangotri area in 1983.
Their return journey included an unscheduled stay in Moscow. In fact, the
actual trekking seems to have been the least adventurous part of the trip.
Belinda Swift spent 6 weeks in Ladakh in the summer of 1984, while Alison
Higham and her family had a trekking holiday in Nepal (see article).
Europe
Denise and Sarah Wilson with Jean Drummond and Lynda Dean were
climbing in the Zermatt area in the summer of 1984. Angela Soper climbed in
Chaminox and Switzerland in the same year.
As usual several parties have been ski touring in the Alps every Easter and
many people have managed to ski at Christmas as well. Gill and Brian Fuller
spent a summer in the Pyrenees in 1982 and Jean Drummond climbed in
Corsica in 1983 despite the rain.
Elsewhere
Denise Wilson, Jean Drummond and families went to Iceland in 1983 with a
party from Ilkley Grammar School and despite appalling weather had an
interesting and active time.
Dorothy Wright and Betty Whitehead with their husbands climbed in
Greece (see article).
Steph Rowlands and Margaret Clennett climbed on Mount kenya (see
article).
Gill and Bryan Fuller visited the Cordillera Huayhuash in the Peruvian
Andes in 1983.
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OBITUARIES
CHRISTINA BARRATT (1932-1983)
I first got to know Christina when I was an undergraduate and we both
joined an Oxford University Women's Mountaineering club, it being, in those
days right and proper that the O.U.M.C. should be men only. Christina was an
extremely brilliant classical scholar. She was a few years senior to me and was
very reticent about her academic distinctions. When we were together we were
always talking mountains.
I joined her for some guided rock climbing in the Kaisergebirge; I remember
one pitch where she and I, successively, fell off with all four limbs, held by a
very competent and slightly bored guide who was obviously expecting it. The
Kaisergebirge limestone is very smooth in places.
Christina was very good company on a climb, very quiet though always with
a sense of humour and full of generous concern for any troubles or difficulties
suffered by other members of the party. She was a competent and careful
climber. She and her brother, Geoffrey, were of the party on our shocking
guideless traverse of the Meije; shocking because we were so terribly slow we
were still on the summit ridge of the Meije at 7 p.m.
My last climbing with Christina was in a party going to the Austrian Alps.
We hoped to do some moderate rock peaks, but the weather was quite hopeless
and we spent most of the time walking.
I was so very sorry that Christina, with her love of out-door exercise was laid
up with a bad heart during her later years.
Brenda Ritchie.

SUSAN HARPER (1928-1980)
Susan joined the Pinnacle Club in 1928. She was of Scottish stock but spent
her early years and was educated in Australia. She returned to England to take
an Oxford degree. Subsequently she joined the staff of Croydon High School
where she taught history. She always wanted to progress in everying she did.
She and I shared a flat in Croy don, and I had a car, so we climbed in all our
spare time. We are indebted to Evelyn Lowe who was very generous and gave
us leads up difficult climbs. Susan herself was well liked in the club,
unassuming and quietly friendly to the younger members. It was on a wet
morning, after climbing Lockwoods Chimney, that Susan, Evelyn and I
discovered the hut that was to be the Pinnacle Club headquarters.
We did much climbing abroad in the thirties in Switzerland, Austria, France
and Corsica. To begin with we climbed with guides, but found there was more
pleasure in doing easier climbs and leading ourselves.
The war came, Susan had lost her desire to climb and was lecturing at
Darlington Training College. Eventually she built a home at Nethy Bridge
where she was ill for many years. She died in 1980.
Marjorie Heys-Jones.
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E. M. CLARKE (1931-1981)
1 first met 'Lyn' Clarke when she joined the Club in 1931. Her home was in
Ireland but she worked as an almoner in Leeds Maternity Hospital and, as I
was so near, we met between meets and became good friends. Lyn would spend
Christmas with my family, either at home or in the Dales, which she loved.
Lyn took her climbing seriously, though was never ambitious to lead. I was
always glad to have her as my second on an unknown climb. Later in life she
became more interested in bird watching and we spent Sundays walking in the
Washburn Valley, meeting at Otley. Many wet, cold mornings I would ring
Lyn to suggest calling the walk off but her usual reply was 'but it's lovely rain
and we can lurk under the trees and watch birds'.
I look back with pleasure to our friendship over the past fifty years.
Marjorie Wood.
URSULA LAWRIE (1933-1983)
I introduced Ursula to the Club at a meet at Coniston. She enjoyed climbing
and was very agile on rock. Unfortunately her active time with the Club was
short, as she and her husband moved to London to start the firm of 'Robert
Lawrie'. Ursula kept up her interest in the Club and was alwys pleased to see
Pinnaclers at the Seymour Street shop. She developed a keen interest in ski-ing
and most of her holidays were spent following that sport.
Marjorie Wood.
HESTER WHITE (1938-1983)
Hester White died very suddenly in October 1983. Her father ws an active
member of the S.M.C. and Hester inherited his love of the hills. She was
introduced to the L.S.C.C. by Mabel Jeffrey and joined the Club in 1935. She
loved rock climbing and was very active in those early years, climbing with
Mabel Jeffrey and Midge Stewart, and with the Tricouni Club. She joined the
Pinnacle Club in 1938, attending meets before and after the war.
She climbed in Austria and in the Western Alps and travelled widely.
During the late 50's she climbed much less because of an invalid mother. Later
she became active again and in June 1983 climbed Meall Tarmachan and
Schiehallean two days later, and was in the Cairngorms in August.
She was very hospitable and interested in people. We always had a good
giggle when Hester was around. She is sadly missed and the world is a poorer
place without her.
Molly Johnstone.
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DOROTHY LEE (1962-1983)
An arthritic hip neglected too long meant that Dorothy never did much rock
climbing but she never lost her interest in the club and did two spells as
Secretary (as she did two as Treasurer of the Ladies' Alpine Club). She offered
to take on the Secretaryship of the London Section of the Fell & Rock Club not
much more than a month before she died.
One memory I have of her is typical. There were three or four ropes on the
Mupe Bay Traverse in Dorset a mile long if the tide is right, as it very rarely
is. It was a fine sunny day but windy and leaders and seconds were soon out of
touch with each other and with the ropes before and behind. Dorothy, who had
decided not to climb, spent most of the day trotting backwards and forwards n
the cliff top, relaying information, and finally picked up all the rucksacks and
transported them to the far end of the climb.
While she was active, Dorothy walked, scrambled and climbed in the Alps.
Yugoslavia, the Pyrenees, Turkey, Iceland, Canada, Zimbabwe and South
Africa. I was with her in Yugoslavia, the Pyrenees and Turkey. She was good
company and a good camper.
Margaret Darvall
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SNOWDONIA ROCK CLIMBS
by Paul Williams, Extreme Books 1982
This is a very modern guide book describing most of the classic routes and
many modern ones, 350 in all. It embraces not only Snowdonia Llanberis,
Clogwyn, but also Tremadoc, Gogarth, Idwal and the Coastal Limestone at
Craig-y-Forwen and Llandudno. The only major exception is the limestone
near Llangollen.
Routes of all grades are described in a very clear and concise way and there
are ample photographs to enhance the text and make the location of routes
simpler. Over 80 quality routes below VS are included, abut 70 VS's and 200
routes graded above VS. So this guide book presents excellent value for the
occasional and the keen climber alike. Action photographs capture the essence
of rock climbing in Wales.
Stella James.

MEMORABLE MUNROES
by Richard Gilbert, Diadem 1983, £7.95
The subtitle "A diary of ascents of the highest peaks in Scotland" tells you
exactly what to expect. After the predictable introductory chapters on Queen
Victoria, Sir Hugh Munro and the Rev. A.E. Robertson the reader is taken
systematically up all the Munros, from north to south and west to east; from
Ben Hope to Ben Lomond. Some Munros are done two or three times. The
author's every ascent is recorded.
The writing is bare and factual. The log book record of Richard Gilbert's
outings is only occasionally expanded into slightly more exciting epics. Many
Munros are found to be 'boring' or 'tedious' and one gets the impression that
the author enjoys ticking off the hills in the tables rather than actually walking
on them. There is none of the literary or anecdotal comment that makes
"Hamish's Mountain Walk" such an enjoyable trip through the same territory.
Of course a few eagles and deer are recorded but there is very little detailed
observation of the countryside or wild life. Seldom is any atmosphere conveyed
to the reader.
The book was first published privately and a private diary it should have
remained. It will guide you round the Munros, but unless you are already a
committed Munro basher it will hardly inspire you to get started.
Sheila Cormack

HIGH LEVEL: The Alps from End to End
by DavidBress, Gollancz 1983 £10.95
In 42 days David Brett's 600 mile solo traverse covered the high ground from
La Berarde to Heiligenblut. He omitted the Julian Alps because of time, the
Dolomites
too far south, and the Bernese Alps
too far north.
His style is individual, as may be expected from one whose career includes
writing, stage managing and college lecturing. He made his own rules (for
example, when to accept lifts in valleys) and doggedly stuck to them. How
much lack of finances influenced his actions I will leave you to assess. This
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factor certainly resulted in his carrying a heavy pack, having major problems
with food supply (money was used sparingly for 'extra non-portable calories')
and possibly in his ascending no routes of major technical interest.
Impecuniousness is likely also to have contributed to comments such as 'if one
cannot navigate adequately with a 1:100,000 map the party has no business on
the route'. He found a 1:50,000 map 'useful on only two occasions'. He did,
however scan hut and tourist office maps, presumably utilizing all scales of
map available.
The book is not just a detailed account, with a 17 page appendix to help
would-be followers. It contains many personal reflections and observations
recorded during his times of difficulties, discomforts and pleasures. His very
personal motivations are assessed in some detail. The cover is eye-catching, the
title explanatory (and not quite plagiarised) and once started, curiosity is likely
to ensure that the book is finished.
Barbara James

VIA FERRATA: Scrambles in the Dolomites
Translated by C. Davies
Vertical walls, dramatic exposure and breathtaking views. No, you need not
be a Grade 6 climber to enjoy the positions on spectacular and steep Dolomite
rock walls. But you will need a "head for heights"!
Ferrata, or ladder ways contain a mixture of exciting walking, scrambling
and climbing. They can be a holiday in themselves or a pleasant contrast to
hard climbing or gentle walking. They have hand rails, cut footholds and even
ladders on steeper sections where technical difficulty is about artificial grade '/2 This guide book has a map showing their distribution between Trento,
Bi-zen, Marmolada and Belluso plus good individual diagrams, route descriptions and background details such as timings. The safety warnings are good
and necessary
for many Ferrata are above 9000 ft. I learnt the hard way
doing my first Ferrata (The Bocchette),1 alone one summer. Hard old snow
blocked the easy path and slid steeply for 10CO ft making crossing it a cautious
business. Wisely, crash helmets are recommended for stonefall can happen
frequently in the Dolomites and parties above increase the possibility!
A rope is advisable anyway but especially if any of the party lack experience in
climbing on steep rocks with airy footholds. Individuals can protect themselves on steep sections with a belt and two long slings and Karabiners. Other
equipment needed will include a head torch if the worthwhile Via Giovanni
Lipella on Tofana di Rozes (near Cortina) is attempted!
This really is an excellent little book which will fit easily into a pocket or
rucksack. It will repay its cost (£5) with many memorable days and deserves to
be part of an Alpine explorer's inventory.
Barbara James

MIRRORS IN THE CLIFFS
Edited by Jim Perrin, Diadem Books Ltd 1983
Here is the answer Mallory should have given. If this anthology had been
around sixty years ago his somewhat banal reply would not have passed into
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common usage, labelling climbers thenceforward in the eyes of the outside
world as simple, unthinking combatants.
A vast range of mountain experiences is covered
pure climbing (don't
miss 'The Only Blasphemy'), exploration, new routes (a lot of excellent ones
here), travelling, people, controversies, disasters and death. It is invidious to
select particular writers as there are so many equally worthy ones one would
have to omit. My own favourite of them all is Paul Ross talking about the old
days.
Jim Perrin has produced an enormous high-quality tapestry of mountain
related experiences which will delight all mountain lovers and may give to the
uninitiated an inkling of why we climb.
Janet Davies

DIE LIKE A DOG
by Gwen Moffatt, Golancz £6.95
Fans of Gwen Moffat's cool lady detective, and those meeting her for the
first time, will enjoy this latest Miss Pink adventure.
The setting in Snowdonia where Gwen is very much at home is depicted
with skill and sensitivity, and affinity with wild life comes through strongly.
The plot is well developed, and although for me some of the characters
seemed a little over-drawn, attention is well held to an unexpected climax.
Suzanne Gibson

LAKELAND'S GREATEST PIONEERS
ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF ROCK CLIMBING
Bill Birkett, Robert Hale 1983
The ending of Bill Birkett's first chapter ("Above everything else we can
climb for the best reason of all for the fun of it") is the clue to the book and it
is the fun of it which makes such good reading. There are tiresome inaccuracies
and misspellings and, worst of all the interrupting of exciting accounts to
explain the meaning of belay, layback, sling or winter climbing would anyone
who needs the explanation be likely to read the book? And the photographs are
not always good enough for the text. But what matters is the gusto with which it
is written and the pleasure in the character of the climbers and their achievements. The book would be worth reading just for the quotations, first-hand
accounts by the leaders of climbs like Botterill's Slab and Central Buttress and
the explorations that led up to them. It is frustrating not to have fuller accounts
by more recent tigers.
The history of climbing in the Lakes, the development of new areas and new
equipment is interesting and thorough, but Bill Birkett rightly stresses in his
title "Lakeland's Greatest Pioneers" that it is the climbers and not the boots
and pitons that make the book.
Perhaps, inevitably, as in most climbing autobiographies, the first chapters
are the best.
Margaret Darvall
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ROCK AND ICE CLIMBING
by Massino Cappon, Orbis 1983 £15.00
The aim of "Rock and Ice Climbing" is to bring together all aspects of the
history, techniques and practice of mountaineering.
The first part, including the stunning photographs one expects in modern
mountaineering books, details the history of mountaineering, beginning with
the development of the mountains themselves. The exploits of many famous
and some not so well known climbers from the early European pioneers to
Messner's conquest of Everest without oxygen give some feeling for the
reasons people climb.
The second section deals in great detail with most of the techniques needed
by today's climbers. It includes meteorology, route finding, objective dangers,
equipment and all techniques from basic rock hand and footholds, through
snow and ice skills to the complexities of artificial climbing. Some space is
devoted to mountain rescue and first aid. Practically every point is profusely
illustrated with clear diagrams. In some cases there are too many pictures, for
instance, five sketches of a man straddling up a chimney where one would have
been sufficient.
Written by an Italian, it nevertheless covers aspects of climbing from other
parts of the world, including the British and American grading systems and a
whole chapter on the development of climbing in the United States. However,
it is not as up to date as one might expect especially with equipment. There are
also certain shoulder belaying techniques described that are not recommended
by climbers in this country.
For a newcomer to mountaineering, this book contains plenty of information
to peruse on wet winter's nights. At this price, it might best be borrowed from a
library!
Royanne Wilding

THE SUMMITS OF SNOWDONIA
A guide to the 600 metre mountains of Snowdonia
by Terry Marsh, Robert Hale Ltd. 1984
This book describes 125 summits in Snowdonia, suggesting routes and ways
to combine several summits into a longer mountaineering day. I enjoyed
looking up summits that I have never before noticed existed. Many of them are
outlying hills away from the big mountain masses, while others are attached to
the well known peaks. The author obviously had difficulty in selecting summits
to include in the book but decided to include all tops with not less than 15m of
re-ascent.
At the beginning of the book there is a list of summits in descending order of
altitude, from Snowdon down to Y Gribin, on the Arans, at 602m. This is
followed by a list of summits grouped in areas which would make for ease in
planning a route. Then there are ten, clear, line maps (full page) which show
where the summits are in relation to one another and includes connecting
ridges. There are pen and ink drawings, also by the author. Through the main
part of the book the summits are arranged in alphabetical order. Under each
summit is given the map number, grid reference, a general description of the
summit and its relation to others nearby, followed by suggested routes.
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Although metre heights are still a bit strange to most of us it would be quite a
challenge to work through the book ticking off the hills climbed. The book
could prove useful for finding new parts of North Wales to visit.
Avis Reynolds.

SACRED SUMMITS
Peter Boardman, Arena (Paperback) 1982
Do not be put off by Bonnington's quote on the front cover, that this is 'as
much an adventure of romantic discovery as one of physical challenge'. It is a
marvellous read with enough realism and action to satisfy even jaded climbers
bored with standard expedition narratives.
This book describes three trips made during the course of a year, all to
mountains regarded by the local inhabitants as sacred; the Snow Mountains of
New Guinea, Kanchenjunga and Gauri Sankar. Linking the three sections are
short chapters covering the brief intervening periods spent in England or
Switzerland where Boardman ran the International School of Mountaineering.
The book is far more than a straight climbing narrative. It gives perspectives
on scenery, snow, rock and weather and an insight into the people with whom
Boardman climbed. He has described his own thoughts and responses to
mountains and climbing, and in doing so reflects the attitudes of many others
who go to the hills. With his death we have lost not only a great climber but a
talented writer.
Margaret Clennett.

WALKS TO REMEMBER
Fifteen shorter walks in the North Lakes
Tony Hopkins, Polecat Press 1984 £2.50
This well produced book is an excellent guide for newcomers to the area. It is
easy to read and the route descriptions include interesting notes on local and
natural history. It is well illustrated with photographs, maps and line drawings.
The routes are all graded and many of them are short enough to do in half a day,
a bonus for someone like myself who has to take a small child with them.
At £2.50 it is excellent value. Perhaps the only complaint would be that it is
too big to fit in a pocket.
Suzanne Pearson.

VENTURING UNDERGROUND
by Ben Lyon, E.P. Publications £8.95
Over the last decade there have been rapid developments in caving. This
book covers every aspect of modern caving. It is completely up to date, an
excellent manual for the beginner but with much to interest the experienced as
well.
The chapters on SRT (Single Rope Technique) and safety are particularly
good as is the section on cave photography. There are also comprehensive
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chapters on caving abroad and equipment with detailed illustrations. The
photography throughout is first class.
This is not a 'coffee table' book but it is well produced and looks good.
Definitely recommended for anyone with an interest in the underground.
Jane Stedman.

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
by Ronald Crawford-Currie. Pelham Books 1982
This book is aimed at the newcomer to the sport. Very fully illustrated with
line drawings and some excellent photographs it goes into considerable detail
in covering equipment, technique and safety. For those contemplating buying
cross country skis there is a lot of useful information on the different types
available. Details of the differing construction of touring and racing skis are
given.
There is a chapter on snow holing and general survival in winter conditions.
Most people who go into the hills regularly in winter will already be aware of
many of the points raised but there is much sensible advice for the novice.
Kate Webb.

TEHERAN TO KATHMANDU
by Belinda Swift, Swift Books £2
This little book is a pleasant and sincere account of a not uneventful journey
from Teheran to Kathmandu and a subsequent trek around the Annapurnas.
Readers who have boen on similar expeditions in that part of the world will
find it an agreeably familiar description whilst newcomers will find it a helpful
introduction to the difficulties and rewards that lie ahead. An enterprising
publication.
Jean Drummond.

EIGHT FEET IN THE ANDES
by Dervla Murphy. Published by John Murray £9.95
The eight feet belonged to Juana the mule, the author, and her daughter
Rachel, who attained her tenth birthday during the trek along the Andes of
which this book gives a vivid account. The 900-mile journey from Cajamarca in
the north to Cuzco in the south led them into remote and barely populated
areas where poverty was of an order rarely experienced by the author in any of
her travels through Tibet and Baltistan. In some villages shops had ceased
trading except in the local brew because there was no money in circulation.
This, combined with the inhospitality of many remote homesteads, posed
problems of how to feed themselves and above all Juana, whose need of alfalfa
in order to carry a load over the high passes was a very real problem. Cold
water, stale buns and sardines seem to have been the staple diet when they were
camping, soup and potatoes when they were lucky enough to find an eating
house in a village.
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The route itself, following the Camino Real of the conquistadores, seems to
vary from the spectacular to the horrific, and accounts of vertiginous paths and
landslips become commonplace. The rather repetitive days trekking up into
the puna and down again, often by stone stairways to the valleys, seem varied
only by the storms, the insects or the relative food shortage. Many times the
trio rose above 11,000 feet, sometimes to 15,000, and regularly spent days
above 10,000 feet, so this was undoubtedly a mountaineering expedition.
The account is nicely balanced by nuggets of history of the Spanish
conquest, and of the modern political background which always seems to
depress the living standards of the mountain folk even further. Kindness and
help did occur, and when in evidence it cancelled the hostility and antagonism
encountered on many other occasions.
In spite of rather pedestrian black and white photographs and an indifferent
map of the route, the sheer impregnable nature of the terrain is sufficient to
keep the interest of the reader. The book is helped by some of Rachel's
penetrating remarks and oddly mature accounts of some of the more tense
moments, which make a pleasant variation in the writing and show her as an
ideal travelling companion.
Betty Whitehead.
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